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Allegations of discriinination 
Bomb Shelter accused of refusing admittance to people on the basis of sexual orientation 
By Chris Lewis 
In an effort to relieve the tension 
between several gay organizations 
and the staff of The Bomb Shelter, 
IC Out sponsored a 90-minute in-
formal public forum in Williams 
Hall 202 Tuesday, Nov. 5. 
The 50-60 person forum 
stemmed from an incident that took 
place Thursday, Oct. IO, at The 
Bomb Shelter on W. Green StreeL 
At issue is whether or not the bar 
refused to admit a group of people 
on the basis of sexual orientation. 
According to an Oct. 12 press 
release distributed by the Cornell 
Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual Coali-
tion, IC Out and Queer Nation/ 
Ithaca, a crowd of approximately 
40-50 gay people were denied ac-
cess to the bar because of their 
sexual preferences. The groups are 
taking legal action against The 
Bomb Shelter because of a viola-
tion of the City oflthaca Fair Prac-
tices Ordinance. 
Bar owner Richard Smith de-
nied that any sexual discrimination 
took place. Smith said a phone call 
Thursday night had tipped him that 
the group was coming. Smith said 
he called the police after their ar-
rival because several group mem-
bers were causing disturbances out-
side the bar. Smith said that the bar 
was filled to capacity and that he 
had no room for the group. He said 
that the group did' identify them-
selves as members of gay organiza-
tions, but this was not the reason 
that they were denied access. 
"All customers are treated 
New journalism 
major finalized 
By Melissa Erwich journalism. A minor in journalism 
The Roy H.Park School of Com- is not open to students majoring in 
munications has added the long- television-radio, cinema and pho-
awaited journalism major to its list tography, or film, photography and 
of majors for next semester. visual arts, according to the Ithaca 
According to Thomas W. Bohn, College Undergraduate Catalog. 
dean of the school of communica- Currently ,Journalism majors are 
tiqns, 23 people are currently en- required to minor in an area outside 
rolled as majors, and two are en- the communications school, Pro-
rolled as minors. Bohn-said thatl9 fessor John Hochheimer said. 
of the people enrolled are sopho- Hochheimer is a member of the 
mores. committee that organized the ma-
- Of all the majors at IC, the jour- jor. 
nalism major took the least time to The program emp~asizes clear 
organize, according to Bohn. It was writing skills, itis designed for those 
fll'St approved by the faculty, then interestedinacareerinjournalism, 
senttotheAcademicPoliciesCom- as well as law, business and-co_m-
mittee and then to the State Board munications, Hochheimer said. 
equally," Smith said. 
Ithaca City Police Chief Harlin 
McEwen said that while the bar has 
the right to tum away customers if · 
it is full or if the customers are 
being disruptive, they do not have 
the authority to ban people on the 
assumption that they may become 
violent. 
"The Bomb-Shelter is under se-
vere pressure from city and New 
York State law to keep those wait-
ing to get into the bar in an orderly 
fashion," McEwen said. 
McEwensaiditisuptothecourts 
to determine whether this is a case 
of sexual discrimination. He also 
said that the only complaints he has 
received have been from The Bomb 
Shelter and a community gay/les-
bian task force. 
Rich Van Deusen, IC Out's 
founder, said that his group was 
formed following the incident, and 
is a sister organization to !C's Bi-
Gay and Lesbian Association (Bi-
GALA). He said that while the two 
groups support each other, the fo-
rum idea originally sprouted from 
Bi-GALA. IC Out is more of a 
"political action" group, while Bi-
GALA deals more with education 
of the campus on homosexuality. 
According to Van Deusen, he 
and Richard Koseff, leader of the 
Cornell association, organized a 
"visibility action" with members 
andsupportersofvariousgayrights 
groups, who met downtown at the 
Commons at 10:30 p.m. on Oct. 10. 
Sensitive to the fact that it was 
National Coming Out Week for 
gays, they said that they repeatedly 
reminded those gathered this was 
not a group demonstration, and that 
the event should be non-confronta-
tional. 
"The purpose of the gathering 
was to make ourselves visible to a 
predominantly heterosexual part of 
thelthacacommunity,"VanDeusen 
said. 
Van Deusen gave a summary of 
the events thattookplaceonOcL 10 
from his perspective at the forum. 
He said the group arrived at the bar 
at 11 p.m., and the f rrst eight people, 
including himself, were admitted. 
However, the remainder of the 
group was forced to wait over 45 
minutes outside the bar. 
According to John Keegan '92, 
See "Bomb Shelter," page 5 
·--
for final approval, he said. Hochheiinetsaid that prominent 
"The fact that there are 23 ma- figures in the journalism field claim 
jors [students] from the communi- that journalism schools emphasize 
cations school indicates a very style rather than substance, but this 
strong start. We did not want it to is something they will try to avoid. 
start off very large because we He also said the language re-
wanted to grow into it," Bohn.said. quirements are important, because 
Ithacan I Chris Burke 
LaVelle WaHon-'91, sings "We Shall Overcome" at the free speech rock celebrating National Black 
Solidarity Day on Monday, Nov. 4. 
Examining black history 
Students in the new major are the media is becoming a multilin-
required to declare a concentration goal field. By Katherine W. Brown to make a change in today's world. 
inbroadcast,printorphotojournal- The main faculty members in- Acrowdofabout75people~e "We must know our history, what 
ism.Of the students, 14chose broad- volved with theprogram,alongwith together at the free speech podium we are doing now and what we will 
cast,sixchoseprintandthreechose Hochheimer, are Assistant Profes- on Monday, Oct; 4, to celebrate be doing in the future. A lot of us 
· photojournalism, Bohn said. sors Jocelyn Steinke and Alan National Black Solidarity Day. don't wish to acknowledge_that we 
Joumalism majors must take Schroeder. Because student inter- Members of the African-Latino _ were once in bondage and we talce 
classes in general communications, est has been strong, additional fac- Society' (ill) and their supporters for granted what we have now. Our 
journalismfoundations,criticalme- ulty members will be a budgetary spoke about issues regarding rac- people are suffering."-
dia studies and writing, as well as issue for 1992-1993. ism, education and the importance _ "Wemustnotforgetourpeople," 
classes for their specific concentra- "The Dean, Provost and Presi- of solidarity. The rally was spon- Rowe said. "When we see one black 
tion. - dent have been very enthusiastic sored by ALS. brother killing another, all black 
Studentsenrolledinthejoumal- andsupportiveabouttheprogram," Landis Rowe '93, director of menarepeggedasmurderers.When 
ism major will be required to com- said Hochheimer educational affairs for ALS, told of we see one black brother rape a 
plete · a foieign language through Applications will be accepted tlie '-'blood shed for 400 years by woman, au black men are pegged 
the 200--level, or to demonstrate from non-majors and freshmen ourpeople"which-wassym~iized'"" as rapists." Rowe stressed ~e ne-
equivalent proficiency -as part of starting in February, Bohn said. -by red armbands worn to com- cessity for black students to use 
their degree requirements,- accord- - Upperclassmen will be no~~d memorate the day. Rowe said, "I·m their education to "'give back to the 
ingtotbejournalismmajorQutline . by March 1, in time for.pre-~gis- _ happy to see everybody here. We community.~· 
releasedbytheschoolofcommuni- tration, while freshme~ and soj>h.O- Sf!' :a11 standing as one people, as Rowe also spoke ·about using 
. cations." . ' - - -- . - mo~ w~ll be notified a(ter s:eco~d, -' one natiQnt -- - - - the word "min()rity". to refer to an 
-, · ____ BQ~ ~dlhat by.nextfa,11. 60to _ , ~mester grad~ ~ve ~ ~~~Ir:,-·: --: .R~w~ .. SJ)Ob; ~ut t'1e "!1por-- _ -~n~ rac:e of people. R~we said he 
_-, 7.S.peopleateexpeciedtomajor-in ~*1- -- ·tanceofrecogmzmg:blackhJStory · 1s dissabsfied with thJS term.be-
·- . . . ~ . . . -. . 
cause he feels it connotes a sense of 
subordinance, of one person being 
less important than another. He re-
called the slavery laws of the early 
l 700sin which blacks were counted 
as 3/5 of a person. "Every word has 
an impact," he said "We need to 
cultivate a positive image of our-
selves. Without it, everyone will 
look down on us. We have to know 
who we are." 
Melody Zayas '93,Latin Affairs 
, secretary for ALS, discussed the 
historyoftheciv.ilrightsmovemerit 
and how ·it relates ~ ~lack society 
today. She said, "They fought for 
us. We must CQntinue fighting and 
appreciate everything they have 
done." She stressed the importance 
of education and self-awareness as 
tools for revolution. "You have to 
See "Solidarity Day,'' page S 
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2 THE ITHACAN 
·.·Ithacan· ·inquirer 
. By:Christopber Burke· 
Question:. 
What is your source of world news ? 
Steve Doherty 
B.A. Drama '94 
"T.V. network news, I 
don't follow as much in 
college as I did in high 
school." 
Chris Temper 
Exploratory '95 
"My Politics class, and 
CNN." 
Sophie Kliptel 
Speech Pathology '95 
"CNN and the Boston 
Globe." 
Graduate honored with award 
By Ellen Robillard 
Choosing a graduate of Ithaca's 
School of Communications to honor 
is a difficult task.· After all, Ithaca 
has produced bun~ of distin-
guished graduates in the communi-
cations field. Yet each year, one 
· graduate is honored with the 
Cerrache Distinguished Achieve-
ment Award. 
This year the Cerrache Award 
was presented to Richard Smith a 
1975 graduateofIC who now owns 
his own production company called 
Fihn Impressions Limited. Smith's 
previous experience included work-
ing on film trailers for motion pic-
ture studios, including United Art-
ists and Universal. 
Smith also served as creative 
director of advertising at Columbia 
Pictures before starting his own 
production company. 
The Cerrache Award was estab-
lished in 1980 to honor Communi-
cations graduates. The recipients 
are selected based on recommenda-
tions of the faculty and department 
chairs as well as the dean of the 
School of Communications. 
The award was named in honor 
of Anthony Cerrache a "long time 
supporter of Ithaca College who 
was instrumental in Ithaca 
College's tele;vision program by 
allowing us to hook into his cable 
system," according to Dave Maley, 
manager of public information. 
Past recipients include Robert 
Iger '73, President of Entertain-
ment Division of ABC-TV, Bob 
Kur '70, correspondent for NBC 
News and Judy Girard '68, direc-
tor of broadcast operations for 
WNBC in New York. 
Avoiding the-
pitfalls of 
• depression 
By Dr. Rosemary Clarke 
Feel Depressed? If so, you 're 
not alone. At one time or an-
other most of us feel somewhat 
sad or very depressed. 
We get tired, find it hard to 
concentrate, become indecisive, 
and our sleeping and eating pat-
terns are interrupted. 
Fortunately, though, depres-
sion doesn't normally stay for 
long. It often lasts until the trig-
gering event or crisis passes, 
like bad grades or the soured 
relationship. 
Then we typically act with 
new resolve and our feelings of 
unworthiness and our anxiety 
and stress begins to lift. 
So within reason, some de-
pression may be "normal" and 
may actually help by signalling 
that something is out of bal-
ance. 
Meanwhile, and until it does 
so, you can deal with mild or 
even moderate depression by 
looking at the following. 
'Y Avoidselfblamebyacknowl-
edging guilt for mistakes made. 
Think about what negative has 
happened and learn to avoid its 
repetition. If depression is asso-
ciated with academic deficien-
cies, change the causes. and im-
prove the results. 
'Y Check to see that you're not 
harboring resentments or anger 
from the past Anger can be-
come depression when it's 
· November 7, 199I 
Cou·nselor's 
. Corner 
~ 
turned inward. Instead, talk out 
these feelings with someone who 
will listen, or work out the anger 
in constructive, growth ways like 
exercise. 
'Y Select things you can do easily 
and to your satisfaction. Then give 
yourself strokes for doing these 
things well.,Reward yourself for 
having done so. 
'Y Concentrate on holding a posi-
tive outlook regarding small posi-
tive things that happen during the 
day-in nature, children's play, 
your response to animals, your 
thoughts about things and inter-
esting people. 
'Y Recognize your inner power 
to act or to change anything you 
wanttofocusonandthatiswithin 
your power to influence and af-
fect. 
You'llrecognizewhatyoucan 
and cannot change - including 
other's attitudes or actions. 
'Y Importantly, checkout the pos-
sibility of a psychological or 
medical cause for persistent de-
pression. You're worth it! 
'Y And check out your 
appearance.Look good for your-
self, and to attract compliments. 
And treat yourself to some-
thing out of the ordinary - a 
movie, a play, a good friend you 
don't see too often, flowers -
and have fun. . 
Dr. Rosemary Clarke is a coun-
selor at the Ithaca College Coun-
seling Center. 
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Gender.portrayal iri advertising 
the subject of presentation 
By Alyse ~pitzer · · · 
With more women entenng the 
work force, the image of the typical 
housewife is· fading."As society 
changes, so does the advertising," 
according to the Vice President and 
Management Supervisor of Saatchi 
and Saatchi Advertising, Jane 
Rohman. 
"Advertising reflects the _ 
values of society. You. 
need to change before 
we change." 
-Jane Rohman, 
VP of Saatchi and Saatchi 
Some 50 people crune to hear dry, cleaning, and child care," 
her speak on the images of women Rohman said. "Wedon'tthinkthat's 
andmen'inadvertisingonMonday, going to change." 
Oct 4, in Textor 102. Therefore, it is typical to see ad-
Rohman, a graduate of the Uni- vertisementsshowingwomendoing 
versityof-South Carolina School of the household chores afterreturning 
Journalism and has handled such home from work~ she said. 
accounts as Procter and Gamble, Rohman said that 59 percent of 
Kellogg's, Kraft and Helene Curtis women say that a satisfying life com-
beauty supplies, said, "Advertising · bines marriage, career and family. 
reflects the values of society. You "That's why you will continue to 
need to change before we change." see, for the most part, women in 
"Although 75 percent of all advertising doing all of the house-
women ages 25-54 work, women work," she said. 
continue to smolder most of the However,therehavebeengradual 
home responsibilities such as laun- changes where men are concerned. 
"We're beginning to show men 
doing more workaround the house, 
particularly in the area of chil-
dren," she said. 
The portrayal of males has been 
of the businessman distanced from 
his family or of the strong, · 
muscleman. Rohman said, "Men 
are sick of being depicted as ma-
cho or even as male bimbos." 
Despite some of the changing 
views in society, many advertise-
ments remain sexist. "Women are 
still portrayed as sex objects," 
Rohman said "However, if you 
don't like what you see, call up the 
manufacturerorcall up the [adver- . 
tising} agency and complain, be-
cause they do listen." . 
Rohman said that sexist adver-
tisements exist because "We're re-
flecting the values [ of society], but 
the industry should be exercising 
good judgments and it doesn't al-
ways do that." 
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Jane Rohman, vice president and management supervisor of 
Saatchl and Saatchl Advertising speaks to students on sexism and 
advertising. 
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C.Qplng:.with~: 
Alzheimer's 
. . . 
Diseas·e. 
By Cynthi_a Boyer . 
As young, vibrant people in the 
prime of our lives, most of us rare I y 
think about the problems of aging. 
The Aging and Gerontological So-
ciety (AGES) sponsored a program 
called"DiscovertheFactsandFeel-
ingsBehindAlzheimer's," designed 
to make the IC community aware of 
degenerative diseases. 
On Tuesday, Nov. 5, a family 
spoke about the traumas of 
Alzheimer's disease. This disease 
affects more than four million 
Americans, yet the causes are un-
known. Degenerative diseases are 
becoming more prevalent as the 
elderly segment of the population 
grows. · · 
One of the speakers, Caroline 
Hanna, a registered nurse, stressed 
the importance of understanding 
Alzheimers. It could affect anyone 
and everyone, at least indirectly, 
she said. Alzheimer's is the fourth 
leading cause of death in the United 
States. 
Alzheimer's is the most com-
mon form of dementia, a decrease 
in cognitive function. In the ~arly 
stage, sufferers may anger easily, 
repeat words, neglect hygienic hab-
its and have a feeling of paranoia. 
Later, victims will lose control of· 
motor skills. At this point, families 
usually find it necessary to place 
the person in a full-time nursing 
facility. 
The only definite diagnosis of 
Alzheimer's can be given.after an 
autopsy. However, based on a vari-
ety of physical, neurological and 
psychological tests, doctors can 
Ithacan I Chris Burke 
Caroline Hanna, a registered nurse, talks about the effects of 
Alzheimer's on victims at an AGES program on Tuesday, Oct. 5. 
make an assessment that is about 90 eight years. He kept working, bui 
percent accurate. arranged his schedule to be avail-
Alzheimer's can affect anyone able for her. After five and a half 
regardless of sex, race or age. The years, it became necessary to place 
youngest sufferer Hanna had ever her in a nursing home. She came 
met was in her 40s. down with double pneumonia, 
The second part of the program which eventually caused her death 
focused on a family who had an on March 10, 1991. 
Alzheimer's victim in the family. The most difficult part of the 
EdwardSmith'swifewasdiagnosed whole ordeal, the family said, was 
with Alzheimer's when she was 53 never knowing what to expect. 
years old. He discovered that she Smith said the most helpful thing 
had Alzheimer's when a _segment he did was to join a support group. 
of "60 Minutes" described the char- This gave him a chance to express 
acteristics. Ann Smith was taken to his feelings and get feedback from 
the family doctor who prescribed people going through the same or-
anti-depressants. When this showed deal that he was. Another traumatic 
no improvement, she was taken to a part was the some family members 
neurologist. She failed a simple refused to accept Ann Smith's ill-
memory test because she couldn't ness.Althoughtwoofhersonsnever 
answer questions like her date of offered assistance, the rest of the 
birth or the current month. Smith family, including Smith's mother, 
stood by his wife in her illness for did a great deal to help. 
r------------------------, 
By Alyse Spitzer 
With the growing concern for 
the environment, recycling has be-
come a major source of conserva-
tion. As of Jan. 1, 1992, recycling 
will be mandatory for all residents 
of New York State. According to 
Tom Richardson, recycling super-
visor for Tompkins County, 
Tompkins County has already de-
veloped a proficient recycling pro-
gram. 
"By diverting materials from 
going into a landfill, we are able to 
save and reuse these products," 
Richardson said. 
In 1987, the city oflthacaestab-
lished a system for collecting 
recycable products. According to 
Jim Kelly, assistant supervisor of 
refuse and recycling for the city of 
Ithaca, under this system it is man-
datory for residents to recycle glass, 
newspaper, cardboard and alumi-
num. However, residents may in-
clude plastics, tin cans, office com-
puter paper and yard waste, but 
they are not required to. 
Ithaca College, as well as resi-
dent,s of the city of Ithaca, receive 
recycling service. After distribut-
ing bins to houses and residence 
halls, the city picks up all products 
to be recycled once a week.· 
"Recycling on c_ampus has been 
extremely effective. We've cut 
down our trips to the landfill by 25 
percent. We must recycle for eco-
nomic and environmental reasons. 
Starting Jan. l, landfill tipping fees 
will be increased by three times the 
current amount," Laurie Goldstein, 
the vice president of campus life, 
said. · ·: .. 
Althoughi}µs~ajslikeasimple 
process, some. students living off-
campus do not recognize- the im-
porlaJ!ce _of recycling: Lara Treinis 
'92~ a College Circle Apartments 
resident does not recycle here. She 
said, "At home they provide bins, 
andheretheydon't,soidon'tknow 
where to take it." 
. The city of Ithaca has desig-
nated a cutoff point at which they 
· discontinue, distributing the recy-
cling bins. "Any area past the col-
lege on Route 96B is not consid-
ered to be within the city oflthaca," 
Kelly said. Therefore, those stu-
dents residing in or past the Circle 
Apartments, Solar Apartments, and 
Cayuga Vista Townhouses are un-
able to obtain recycling bins from 
the city. 
"It's inconvenientand we 're too 
lazy. It doesn't seem like it's that 
important," Andrew Deitchman '92, 
a resident of the Solar Apartments, 
said. 
There are at least three drop-off 
sights ·within Ithaca. The closest 
recycling plant is off Willow Av-
enue ori Pier Road, which is near 
On the Waterfront. Bottles may be 
recycled at Wegmans or next to the 
Mobile Station on Route 13. 
"Currently, the county and the 
city are merging. Hopefully, we'll 
finalize the contract next month," 
Richardson said. This contract will 
provide recycling pick-up for the 
whole county at no extra cost. Any 
questions about recycling should 
be directed to Al Cobane or Rick 
Couture at the physical plant. 
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Campus· Saf~fy __ prej>ares .. for 1~,000 ·(a.ns 
• '• t' lf' I.,.• 
By Scott L. Matson. ·:: ·, ·: ... · ·;.,,;---·-· ... ·-· ... · ------
TheCortacaJugfootbaltgame: ·.:-:-:-:~Twou/dn't be sur-
' ~s busine~s as us~ for~ . prisedio ·get eight to 
Wall, assIStant ~tor o~ ~am- 10~000' [people], per-
pus Safety. The mtense.nvalry: . ll I' I k' 
betweenICandConlandStaie·is sona Y m oo mg at 
expected to attract thousands of 10,000 to be safe." 
boisterousfaus,accordingtoWall. -Norm Wall assistant 
"I wouldn't be surprised to get director of Campus Safety 
eight to 10,000 [people], person-
ally I'm looking at 10,000 to be 
safe," Wall said. In 1989, when 
Ithaca last hosted Cortland State, 
attendance was said to have been 
as large as predicted for this year. 
With all those screaming fans, 
how can campus safety control 
everyone? "What we are doing is 
getting support from the state po-
lice and sheriff's department. 
They will help more with traffic 
control than crowd control," Wall 
said. 
The problem of parking on the 
Ithaca College campus is of spe-
cial concern this weekend. The Y 
Lot, adjacent to NCR, can hold 
about 300 cars, and the lots be-
Bomb Shelter-- haved in an orderly fashion, and 
caused no reason for the bar to call 
the police. Continued from page 1 
who also said he was refused ad- SamanthaStein '93,agroupsup-
mittance, The Bomb Shelter staff porter who was at the scene, said 
escortedover90othercustomersin that along with a friend she was 
through the front, side and exit allowed into the bar from behind 
doors, and continuously harassed the group. Stein said that she and 
group members. her friend were admitted because 
Judi Hilman, a member of the they-were dressed differently than 
group, was infonned by a bar man- the others. 
ager that The Bomb SJ:ielter was Smith was present at the Tues-
filled to capacity, and one person day night forum, but declined to 
· would be admitted for every IO answer many questions. In an inter-
whodeparted,accordingtothepress view, Smith said that customers 
release. According to Van Deusen aren'tallowedin thesidedoor,and 
and several other supporters inside that the group may have mistaken 
the bar, the facility wasn't filled, his employees as patrons. 
and people were leaving. Bi-GALA co-president Dave 
According to Hilman, the man- Melito said he was angered that 
ager of The Bomb Shelter said that staff members were being rude to 
drunkenpatronsmightbecomevio- members of the group but respect-
lent towards the group, and said he ful to other customers. 
would only admit the entire group IC Out member Carolyn Faber 
ifsuppliedwithacontactnameand '91 said that one bouncer said he 
phone number. was afraid he'd lose his job if he let 
According to the press release, the group in. 
thisofferwasnotmadeuntilnearly · · · At the forum, Smith said, "I'm 
anhourafterthegrouparrived,and sorry if anybody's feelings were 
the participants had suffered so hurt, butifthesamesituationarose 
much abuse that they left. again,l'dhandleitexactlythesame 
According to Koseff, the group way." 
that had been waiting outside be~ QueerNation/Ithacaparticipant 
Solidarity Day-
continued from page 1 
educate your own self. If we go 
forward and make changes, I be-
lieve it will happen." 
YeseniaHernandez '94,amem-
ber of ALS, agreed. "Yes, we are 
going to start a revolution," she 
said. Hernandez said she was angry 
'about the government's irresponsi-
bility in controlling the flow of drugs 
to the United States. She said, "The 
U.S. ain't doing jack shit to. stop it 
coming in because they want to kill 
us off." 
Hernandez spoke about the jeal-
ousy she had experienced as afresh-
man at IC when she saw so many 
over priviledged white people in 
one place that she wanted to "kill 
them all." 
However, she spoke of the need 
for black people to unite and find 
other ways of dealing with racism 
than by violence. "I can't waste my 
time on this hatred," she said. 
"That's the white man's way." 
Many who spoke were con-
cerned with voter registration. 
Ashaki Senderson, ALS liaison to 
Student Government, saidthat vot-
-.ing rights for Blacks are renewed 
every 10 years, therefore Blacks 
must register and be heard as a 
political voice. She added, "If you 
all aren't strong individually, we 
will not be strong as a whole." 
La 'Sone Wharton, a member of 
ALS, was overwhelmed with the 
emotion she felt at the rally. "I feel 
like preaching!" she said, then pro-
ceeded to lead the crowd in hblding 
hands and singing, "We Shall Over-
come." 
Elana Stanger '92, spoke about 
growing up in a community in the 
Bronx where, as a white woman, 
hind the Terraces and next to the 
soccer fields will also be open. 
According to Wall, traffic can 
be expected to start causing prob-
lems around 11 a.m. If you are 
planning a tailgate party, make 
your trip to a grocery store well 
before the football traffic begins. 
For people planning to tailgate 
prior to the game, Wall said that 
tailgating with alcohol will not be 
pennitted. He wants stuctents to 
"come to the game, have a good 
time, but keep it within school 
spirit." 
Wall expects to utilize as much 
of the patrol as possible, depend-
ing on what other activities are 
taking place at that time. 
and IC faculty member ScouNelson 
said he's been involved in numer-
ous gay rights demonstrations in 
Chicago and New Orleans, yet this 
was the first time that he's ever been 
denied entrance into a bar because 
of his sexual preferences. 
Koseff said that a similar "vis-
ibility action" by his Cornell orga-
nization at Rulloff's bar in 
Collegetown last spring dido 'tcause 
a problem. 
"Being treated differently is ex-
pected by society but is not some-
thing that we [gays, lesbians, bi-
sexuals] should stand for. We have 
just as much right to any public 
place as the next person. Safety in 
numbers is our self-defense if some-
thing should happen, but 
homophobia, as absurd as it may be, 
is unfortunately the rule," Nelson 
said. 
Nothing will be settled until the 
issue is taken to court. Both _sides 
said they expect a drawn-out pro-
cess. 
Van Deusen has acknowledged 
that his IC Out group is planning to 
converge with other gay interest 
groups for another "visibility ac-
tion" Thursday night, Nov. 14, at a 
local bar yet to be named. 
she was constantly in the minority. 
She wants to start a group to pro-
mote discussion between the races 
at IC. Anyone who is interested in 
being a part of this can contact her at 
277-3343. 
In response to an audience 
member's question, rally coordina-
tor Nancy Maldonado '92, discussed 
ways in which whites can alleviate 
racial tension and discrimination. 
These included being aware of non-
European history and the fact that 
racism does exist. She said that many 
whites deny their own prejudice 
because they do not actively dis-
criminate. 
"It's a simple way of getting rid 
of guilt," MaI?onado said. She said 
a more effective way of dealing 
with this problem would be for 
whites to confront others when they 
hear racist comments and to point 
those people out as racist. 
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DOES 
=ixtm ld'.,STUDEN 
~ GOVERNMENT 3 . 
-~.rw>rn~~ASSOCI "T 'ION r a 
1 DO ANYTHING? ... 
... YES 
. ' 
Student Government Association (SGA) is a representative. body that "is composed of 
an Executive Board, Student Congress, and various committees. SGA voi?es the 
views of all students regarding governing polici~s, student's righ~s and any issue of 
concern. So far this year we have discussed several issues: 
e RECYCLING . .- h 1- 1 · .tr 1 In October, we passed a resolution emphasizing our ded1cat1on tot e recyc mg program. n 1t, we s ong Y 
urge recycling throughout the campus community. 
.-: 
e COMPOSTING . d /1 
As of January 1, 1992, the cost of bringing waste to the landfill will triple. ~ecaus~ _of this, SGA recently passe ~ ··\; 
resolution recommending the investigation of the construction of _a compostmg fac1hty. N 
I 
e ACADEMICS · 
Concerns were expressed about English as a Second Language on campus. We later discussed these concerns 
with the Director of International Programs. 
e DINING SERVICES 
On October 7, Howard McCullough, Director of Dining Services, spoke at our Congress meeting. At this time, 
some of the things we spoke with him about were: extended dining hall hours, changes in menu items, snack bar 
equivalency programs, and the Ithaca College Convenience care. 
e OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING 
A new off-campus housing procedure has been approved by the college and is now in effect. Before being 
approved,the procedure was evaluated and then endorsed by SGA. There will be information sessions about the 
procedure that will be mandatory in order to pick up an off- campus application. 
e PARKING & LIGHTING 
On September 24, Joe Oblak, Vice president for Student Affairs & Campus Life, spoke at our Congress meeting 
about parking and lighting. He informed us that 80 new parking spots have been added to the Terrace parking lot 
According to Dr. Oblak, there are now more spots available than last year. 
On October 22, Bob Holt, Director of Campus Safety, Jack Oblak, and two members of the Executive Board took 
a safety drive of the campus. Afterwards, a list was completed of places in need of additional lighting and blue lights. 
e REPRESENTATIVES 
Currently, there are 53 Congress reps. There are still openings in the following areas: Eastman Hall; 
West Tower; Gardens; Terraces 1, 2, 4, 6, 11 & 12; Schools of Communication and Music· and 
Off- Campus. If you are interested in being a rep, please let us know! ' 
e FUTURE ISSUES 
• Mart~n Luther King Jr. Day.• Multicultural cour~e requirement• Telephone system 
• Continued work on the environment • Study penod before finals • incense policy 
These are just some. of th~ issues _that we are working on. It is up to y~u to bring the issue to u_se either through your 
r~presentatives, Exec Board members, or Congress meetings. Remember, Congress and 
committee meetings are open to everyone! Congress, meets every Tuesday night at 8:15 in the Nonh Meeting Room. 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION 
STUDENT ACTIVITiES CENTER 3rd floor, Campus Center 
- 274-3377 
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The following incident;; are among 
thqse reported to The Ithacan by the IC 
Office of Pubfic Information, based solely 
on reports f_rom the Office of Campus 
Safety. · 
Campus Saf etY Log 
Anyone with any information regard-
ing these entries is encouraged to con-
tact the Office of Campus Safety. Unless 
otherwise specified, all reported inci-
dents remain under investigation. 
Friday, October 25· 
·Thursday,_October 31, 1991 
Friday, October 25 
'Y Officers responded to the Towers 
Dining Hall for a report of a person with 
a minor bum to the hand. First aid.was 
i:endered and lransport to the Health 
Center was made. 
Saturday, October 26 
'Y A student was referred for judicial 
action for urinating in a public place. 
'Y A student filed a complaint regarding 
having received a harassing/ annoying 
telephone call onlhe student's residence 
hall room phone. 
'Y A student ~as referred for ju~cial 
action for unauthorized ent,y into the 
Terrace Dining Hall after the dining hall 
was closed. 
'Y Five students were referred for judi-
cial action for damaging a College road 
sign. 
'Y A pizza deliveiy person filed a com-
plaint regarding the theft of a pizza near 
Boothroyd Hall. The pizza driver stated 
that. while standing near Boothroyd Hall, 
he was approached by a white male who 
stole the pizza from the driver and pros 
ceeded 10 run toward the Towers area 
'Y Two students fileda>mplaints regard- . 
ing the theft of cash from a dressing 
room in Dillingham Center. A total of $21 
was stolen between 7 and 9 p.m. from 
the students' belongings in the dressing 
room. 
'Y Two students were issued appear-
ance tickets for underage possession of 
an alcoholic beverage in a residence 
hall. In addition, the two students were 
referred for judicial action for the pos-
session of an unregistered beer ball in a 
residence hall. 
'Y Three students were referred for 
judicial action for acting in a disorderly 
manner near the Campus Center Pub 
area. 
Sunday,October27 
'Y Two students were issued appear-
ance tickets for the underage posses-
sion of an alcoholic beverage. In addi-
tion, the students were referred for judi-
cial action for providing false information 
to Campus Safety officers and for the 
·use and possession of fraudulent identi-
fication cards. 
'Y A student was referred for judicial 
action after being found in a highly in-
toxicated condition in a campus resi-
dence hall. The student was transported 
to Tompkins Community Hospital for 
treatment by Bangs Ambulance. 
'Y A complaint was filed regarding dam-
age that had occurred to a room window 
in TallcottHall. Unknown person(s)broke 
the outer pane of the window by throw-
ing an object at that window. · 
'Y A complaint was filed regarding a 
possible missing student Student was 
located and no assistance was needed. 
'Y A student was referred for judicial 
action after being found in a highly in-
toxicated condition in a campus resi-
dence hall. Bangs Ambulance responded 
and transported the student to the Health 
Center for treatment 
·y A student was arrested for driving 
while intoxicated after being stopped for 
driving erratically on the campus. 
'Y Campus Safety assisted the Tompkins 
County Sheriffs Department with a per-
sonal injury motor vehicle accident at 
Route 968 and East King Road. 
'Y A student filed a coin plaint regarding 
having been harassed by another stu-
dent on the campus. 
Monday, October 28 
'Y A complaint was filed regarding a 
suspicious non-student sleeping in a 
lounge in the East Tower-about 4:30 
a.m. Non-studentwa~ determined to be 
a visitor of a student on the campus and 
was retumed to that student's room. 
T Two students were referred for judi-
cial action for throwing water balloons 
-
Named #1 "BEST BREAKFAST IN ITHACA" 
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a1:r1 Affordable Macintosh"Classic• all-in-one design. AppleCarl 
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out an East Tower window at pedestri-
ans. 
'Y The Ithaca Fire Department re-
sponded to O-lot for a reported car fire. 
Neither a fire nor a vehicle were found 
upon arrival to that lot. 
'Y Two non-students were issued or-
ders to remain off the campus after be-
ing found rummaging through trash bins 
in the Terrace area. 
'Y Officers resJ)Onded to Ford Hall for a 
student who had fallen, injuring the 
student's ankle. First aid was rendered 
and transport to the Health Center for 
treatmentwas made. 
'Y A complaint was filed regarding the 
tampering of a laundry machine coin box 
in Bogart Hall. 
Tuesday, October 29 
'Y A complaint was filed regarding dam-
age that occurred in the East TQIIWer 
south elevator. A piece of paper on the 
floor of the elevator was set on fire, 
causing minor damage to the carpet 
'Y A complaint was filed regarding dam-
age that occurred to a soda vending 
machine in the Rowland Hall vending 
area. The damage consisted of the front 
plastic cover being broken. 
'Y A complaint was filed regarding dam-
age that occurred to a Lyon Hall 2nd 
floor balcony window. Damage consisted 
of the window being completely broken 
oul 
'Y Two students filed complaints re-
garding having received harassing/ an-
noying telephone calls on the students' 
residence hall room phones. ' 
'Y A complaint was filed regarding the 
theft of toiletry items from the Campus 
Warehouse. The theft occurred some-
time during the month of October. The 
total value of the items was $5.10. 
'Y A student reported having lost the 
student's purse on the campus, and 
later claimed the purse at the Campus 
Center lost and found. The student re-
ported $40 in cash was stolen from the 
purse. 
T The Ithaca Fire Department re-
sponded to Hilliard Hall for a fire alarm. 
The cause of the alarm was determined 
to be burnt foodactivating a smoke de-
tector. In addition, two students were 
referred for judicial action for failing to 
leave the building during the alarm. 
'Y Bangs Ambulance responded to the 
campus center for a person who had 
fallen and suffered a back injury. The 
staff member was transported to the 
Tompkins Community Hospital for treat-
ment 
'Y A student was referred for judicial 
action for attempted theft from a campus 
washing machine coin box. 
Wednesday,October30 
'Y A female resident in Terrace 6 filed a 
complaint regarding someone attempt-
ing to enter the student's room. The 
student stated that on Oct. 29 at about 3 
a.m., an unknown person rattled the 
door handle on the student's locked 
room door. 
'Y A complaint was filed regarding the 
theft of $75 in cash from an office in the 
Campus Center. 
'Y A complaint was filed regarding a $41 
heat pump seal stolen from the Campus 
Warehouse sometime between Sept 
27 and Oct 30. 
'Y A complaint was filed regarding dam-
age that occurred to a soda vending 
machine·in Hood Hall. Sometime be-
tween 2 a.m. on Ocl 28 and 2 a.m. on 
Oct 30, unknown person(s) damaged 
the_ plastic front cover to the soda ma-
chine. 
'Y Bangs Ambulance responded to the 
Health Center to lransport a student to 
the Tompkins Community Hospital for 
treatment The student was injured dur-
ing an organized sporting event in the 
Health Center. 
'Y Three students were referred for judi-
cial action for the use and possession of 
marijuana in a ~mpus residence hall. 
Thursday, October 31 
T Two students were referred for judi-
cial action after being spotted at 12:30 
a.m. in L-lotattempting to open the doors 
of parked vehicles. In addition, the stu-
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dents were referred for judicial action for 
the possession of false identification. 
'Y A complaint was filed regarding dam-
age that occurred to a vehicle in J-lot. At 
1:10 a.m. unknown person(s) placed 
shaving cream and broken eggs on a 
parked vehicle. · 
'Y A complaint was filed regarding an 
exit sign that was damaged in the north 
hallway of the 12th floor of the East 
Tower. The damage consisted of the 
P.lastic portion of the exit sign having 
been broken. 
'Y Acomplaintwas filed regarding a sign 
that was damaged near the inner sec-
tion of GardenApartmentand Main Cam-
pus Road. 
'Y A student filed a complaint regarding 
damage that occurred to the student's 
vehicle while parked in M-lot The dam-
age consisted of eggs being thrown on 
the vehicle. 
'Y A complaint was filed regarding throe 
to five males walking.lhrough lhe Ter-
race area shaking walk lamps and dam-
aging two of the lamps. The males were 
seen running into the Terrace 6 building 
and were not located by officers. 
'Y A complaint was filed regarding two· 
males that were spotted kicking a win-
dow out of a parked car in P-k>t at 10:20 
p.m. The subjeclS were gone upon the 
arrival of officers. 
'Y A complaint was filed regarding dam-
age that occurred to a wu:ictow screen in 
the lobby of the West Tower. The dam-
age consisted of the screen being tom. 
'Y Two studenlS were referred for juci-
cial action for throwing water balloons at 
vehicles. 
'Y A complaint was filed regarding 
homophobic graffiti written on a poster in 
the East Tower lobby. 
'Y A complaint was filed regarding 
homophobicgraffitlwritten on a poster in 
the East Tower lobby. 
Safety Tip: 
StudenlS are encouraged to utilize 
the Campus Emergency Blue Light 
Phones and the Residence Han Emer-
gency Phones to report any police, fire, 
or medical emergencies. 
The phones can also be used to 
request an evening escort from the Of-
fice of Campus Safety between 7 p.m. 
and6a.m. 
.. - -·· 
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What Stanley H. Kaplan 
Doesn't Know About 
The New MCAT. 
P.S. Find out what we· do know 
about the new MCAT .and 
how we can prepare you for it. 
Earlybird classes be~ 
Tuesday, November 12th 
For more informeti9n, call 
277-3307 
Or stop in at our 
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127 W. State St. Ithaca 
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Film depicts the horrors of atomic bomb 
By L_iz D~ Rose . . Bamouw said, ·"but the facts that people have the courage to docu- Barnouw produc~ the film in fI'i:r':~ 3:~r::?.:J~n with very 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, two we only_ hear about in words seem ment such issues .. .! think is prom- 1970 under the auspices of the Co- h · g effects on 
cities whose names remind us of to appear as rumors until we actu- ising." lumbia University Press. ~ans. . k . 
mass nuclear destruction. ally see something of them in the Barnouw also explained the The film began w_ith scenes _of tha ,:nouY1' tfm qu~clm to mention 
On Wednesday Nov. 6, Erik form offootage. That crystallizes· backgroundofhisfilm,Hiroshima- thecompletedestruct1on~fthecity lat ~pom O e 1 wasn~tto 
Barnouw, a professor emeritus of the event." Nagasaki, August 1945, which he of Hiroshima and a narrauve about P ce ameonanyone, or take sides 
DramaticArtsatColumbiaUniver- Footage is controlled and ere- showed at the end of his speech. the dropping of the bomb. m th: ar::m;nt ~bo~~ ~hether or 
sity, gave a speech in the Park Au- ated by companies, governments The film consists of footage shot by "Hiroshima was changed from a not e ~ s s ou ave been 
ditoriumentitled"Howdoweknow and individuals,Bamouw said. He Japanese cameramen from the bustling city to a red, burned out dropired. InSlead _he wan!ed to ex-
what's going on in the world?" also said that we only see a small Nippon Eiga Sha camera unit in the area four miles wide in one second. P~ the de~trucuve powers of one 
A world renown communica- ftaction of this existing footage. aftermath of the atomic bombings At the hospitals each day, between Smgle atonn_q bomb .. 
lions historian, Bamouw has writ- Between the.three networks, they of the two cities during World War 3,000 and 10,000 people came for Toe ~ovte ends with~ scene of 
ten many books covering such top- have approximately half a billion II. · help, and each day, 2,000 of them an atomic bo'!lb exploding ~ ~e 
icsastheevolutionofmodemtele- feet of footage which they have The footage had been confis- died." narratorexplamsthat,at_thattmie, 
vision, the history of broadcasting donated over the years to the Na- cated by U.S. occupational forces Twelve days later, a sec?nd ~undredsof~mbswerempr?duc-
in the UnitedStates,and the history tional Archives. and held by the Department of De- bomb was dropped on Nagasaki. In ~on and many were ,already me~-
of non-fiction film. Documentaries that try to show fense under a SECRET dassifica- those two instants, over 150,000 istence. The emphaSis of the_ film 1s 
Bamouw began his speech by both sides of an event, such as the tion until 1968, when Columbia people were killed. n~t 0 ~ the actual bombing of 
discussing the advantages of film war in Nicaragua, are admirable, University was allowed to dupli- The film showed mostly scenes Hiroshima. but on the future prob-
foot.age ... Words circulate freely," according to Barnouw. "That catetheexistingportions. of the destruction of buildings, lemofnuclearweapons. 
Largest brewer calls for socially responsible drinking 
By Jeff Selingo 
Over 80 million people drink 
beer in America today, and it is 
served on the tables of nearly two-
thirds of America's households, 
according to Anheuser-Busch, the 
world's largest brewer. Therefore, 
according to Pat Garland, of the 
Anheuser-Busch Sales Training 
Department, an "agressive market-
ing campaign is necessary." 
Garland, spoke to about 150 
people in the Emerson Sui~ on 
Wednesday, Nov. 6, in a speech 
sponsoroo by the IC Chapter of the 
American Marketing Association. 
Garland, through a video pre-
sentation and slides, showed ex-
amples of various advertising cam-
paigns used by Budweiser, the na-
tions best selling beer. 
Soon after prohibition was re-
pealed Anheuser-Busch began com-
mercial campaigns on televisio, he 
said. 
"Television helped establish 
Budweiserastheb.estsellingbeer," 
Garland said. Hecitedsuch famous 
campaigns as "Somebody Still 
Cares About Quality .""For All You 
Apartments or Houre~ 
~uth llill · (1-14-_people)" 1 . -
NEWLY RENOVATED: carpeting, 
dishwasher, contemp:,rary furni~ 
ture~ laundry» off-street parking 
Negoti~le Qe~ts 
Call 272-3389 or 1257-4164 
TheGMA.T 
TestsYouOn 
The Things You've 
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ForgetForYears 
__ , 
1-
~ ,. 
' 
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l!i. tn the fi9,1re, OPlJ! ts a quadrtlateral 
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of the areas of reqt®s A and 8 ts 14-r, .mat 
1s the s1.1111 of the areas of regions C and O ? 
(A) 7~ (B} 12w {C) 1-. (0) 28. 
(E f 1 t cannot be detef'lll1 ned f r1111 the 
t nfonution given. 
Classes begin· Saturday. November 16th 
. . "For more :inform~tiQn, 'jnease call: 
· · ·. · .. 277-3307: 
_ · · -Or·smp in at our 
. NEW LOCATION, 
127 W. State St.. Ithaca 
Do This Bud's For You" and the 
"Bud Bowl" Super Bowl campaign. 
"Just as communications tell 
about new beers," he said, "they 
also play a vital role in combating 
abuse." The company's "Know 
When To Say- When" campaign 
began in 1983, and was the first 
national television campaign for re-
sponsible drinking by the brewing 
industry. according to Garland. 
· "The campaign sent out a very 
simple message to be responsible, 
and it has ~ very successful," 
Garland said. Accassistant director 
of Campus Safetyording to a Roper 
Poll in May 1990, 72 percent of 
beer drinkers have said they have 
heard the commercials. 
Following the presentation, the 
audience questioned the various 
marketing procedures used by 
Anheuser-Busch. AssistantProf es-
sor Jim Aguiar, of the IC Health 
Education Department, challenged 
Garland. Aguiar cited the 
Budwieser campaign of the bath-
ing beauties on a beach blanket 
"I don't see how such a cam-
paign promotes·~nsible drink-
ing by adults," Aguiar said. 
Garland responded by saying the 
entire Budweiser campaign will be 
changing in the next few months. 
He said Budweiser ads will be "ton~ 
ing down." According to Garland, 
no one under 25 is used in the ads, 
and they do not claim that people 
who drink are sexually appealing. 
"We maintain that beer is a legal 
product, and we will continue to 
advertise. because aqvertising in 
the end supports television which 
promotes shows of interest to all 
people," 9ar~d said. 
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MOVIES PRESENTS 
"A FULL· THROTILE · BLAST 
OF THRILLS AND FUN! "'The Blues Brothers' is a Scream .•. 
It's the kind of movie magic that 
we don't see much anymore." 
-ROUH.ST0Hl.'9t9ftv..n 
One of the all-time great comedies ... a flat-out winner!' 
Gene Sbkel. Chicago Tribune 
"IT'S DYNAMITE FUN 
FOR THE WHOLE 
FAMILY. 
- Unlike anything 
vou·v~ ever seen 
before:' 
- AMIICAN MCME CWSICS 
--
"Don't miss the 
'Blues' brother ... 
a miracle of >ound, 
action .ind hii:h spirits 
you canno1 afford to 
m,~ .... An 
c><traordinary 
Ar'-·h1,.•r \\"in.,ll'n, 
:°'J1i.·" lor" Po .. r 
JOHN BELUSHI 
"Fervid, flaky, 
fast and funny ... 
ju,t what 1hi, ,ummer 
hd, needed'." 
G,:n,: Sh.1l11. 
"T.,Ja1" :--BC-T\ 
DANAYKROYD 
THE BLUES BROTHERS 
• R 1111:ITIIICTID ........ u•o11,,11ou111S1CtO•PHYIIC 
__ P~l~~A_!IUll~ICJ1 .. 
:, - . Quality Movies and More of Them! 
Nn'UIII 
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE
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I FRIDAY-Novembers SATURDAY-November 9 I 
I 7:00 p.m. 7:00 p.m. I 
I ROCKETEER ROCKETEER I 
I 9:30 p.m. 9:30 p.m. I ROCKETEER ROCKETEER I MIDNIGHT MIDNIGHT I 
I BLUES BROTHERS BLUES BROTHERS I 
I I 
1 SUNDAY- NovemberIQ I 
I 2:00 p.m. I ROCKETEER I 1:00 p.m. I 
I . PRICE L.A. STORY PLACE I 
I Fra. & Sat - $3.00 9:30 p.m. Textor 102 I Sun. - $2.00 L.A. STORY 
-L-------------------~ 
THE COMEDY 
OF 
AS SEEN ON 
MTV Half Hour .Comedy Hour 
Catch A Rising Star 
The Comedy Store 
and now 
,/ Pub/CoffeeHouse 
·~· Quality Comedy. And More of it! 
Thursday, 
November? 
· Advance registration for spring 
1992 
Personnel Services re-emollment; 
Campus Center DeMotte Room, 
8:30 a.m. 
Admissions-Office Staff meeting, 
Campus Center North Meeting 
Room, 9a.m. 
Academic Cabinet meeting, Cam-
pus Center Conference Room, 9 
a.m.-noon. 
Professional Staff Development 
meeting, Campus Center South 
Meeting Room, IO a.m. 
Centennial Committee meeting, 
Campus Center South Meeting 
Room, 11 a.m. 
Faculty Cqlloquium Series, Cam-
pus Center North Meeting Room, 
11:45 a.m. 
Interfaith Religious Council 
meditation session, Muller Chapel 
Sanctuary, noon. 
Dayspring Sf!Iall Group session, 
Chapel Laub Room, noon. 
A.M.A. Executive Board meeting, 
Campus Center Conference Room, 
noon. 
Residential Life RA Recruitment 
and Selection meeting, Campus 
Center Conference Room, noon. 
Career Planning and Placement 
seminar on "Resume Writing," 
Campus Center South Meeting 
Room,noon. 
Judicial Affairs alcohol education 
training, Campus Center South 
Meeting Room, 1 p.m. 
Orientation Steering Committee 
meeting, Campus Center South 
Meeting Room, 1:15 p.m. 
Biblical Viewpoint Bible Group 
meeting, Campus Center Confer-
ence Room, 5:30 p.m. 
Alcohol and Drug Education semi-
nar, Campus Center South Meeting 
Room,6p.m. 
Hillel performance, Chapel Sanctu-
ary, 6p.m. 
Community Service Network Ex-
ecutive Board meeting, Campus 
Center DeMotte Room, 6:30 p.m. 
International Club speaker, Cam-
pus Center Clark Lounge, 7 p.m. 
Hudson Heights campfire and 
cookout, Hudson Heights lawn, 7 
p.m. 
Dayspring meeting, Campus Cen-
ter North Meeting Room, 7 p.m. 
Cayugan staff meeting, 7 p.m., in 
the yearbook office, Landon Hall 
basement (west end of building). 
New staff members welcome. 
Residential Life quads area meet-
ing, Campus Center Conference 
Room,8p.m. 
Student Activities Board Comedy 
Night presents Craig Higgins, Pub/ 
Coffeehouse, 8 p.m. -
Community Service Network 
meeting, Friends 301, 8 p.m. 
Sign Language Club meeting, 
MullerChapelPhillipsRoom,8p.m. 
Trombone troupe:recital,FordHall 
Auditoriulri: 8 :·15 p.m. 
" l • •• • {. ' • • • ... 
Students Against .. Violence 
Agains~ Women meeting; Friends 
307, 8:30 p.m. 
Friday, 
November 8 
Last day to withdraw with a" W" 
from semester courses 
Campus Life Committee meet-
ing, Campus Center Conference 
Room,8a.m. 
Global and Multiculturalism 
Studies faculty workshop, Cam-
pus Center North Meeting Room, 
8 a.m.-5 p.m. 
Personnel Services re-enrollment, 
Campus Center DeMottee Room, 
8:30 a.m. 
APC Subcommittee meeting, 
Campus Center Conference Room, 
11 a.m 
Centennial video interview, Cam-
pus Center McDonald Lounge, 11 
a.m. 
Campus Center summer planning 
meeting, Campus Center South 
Meeting Room, 11 a.m. 
Academic Computing Services 
Brown Bag seminar, Campus Cen-
ter North Meeting Room, noon. 
Judicial Affairs alcohol educa-
tion training, Campus Center South 
Meeting Room, 1 p.m. 
Friday recital, Ford Hall Audito-
rium, 1 p.m. 
Campus Center loading dock 
meeting, Campus Center DeMotte 
Room,2p.m. 
Campus Safety personnel issues 
meeting, Campus Center North 
Meeting Room, 4 p.m .. 
Hillel Shabbat service, Chapel 
Sanctuary, 6 p.m. 
Student Activities Board Films 
presents"Hudson Hawk," Textor 
Hall 102, 7 and 9:30 p.m. 
Hillel Shabbatdinner, Terrace Din-
ing Hall, 7: 15 p.m. 
Theatre Arts Department pre-. 
sents "The Three Penny Opera," 
Dillingham Center Clark Theatre, 
8p.m .. 
Senior voice recital by Kathleen 
Bemeski, Ford Hall Auditorium, 
8:15 p.m. 
Senior class semi-formal, 
Sheraton, 9 p.m. 
International Club semi-formal, 
Campus Center Emerson Suites, 9 
p.m. 
Student Activities Board Films 
midnight movie, "The Blues 
Brothers," 102 Textor Hall. 
Saturday, 
November9 
Foreign Service examinations 
Global and Multiculturalism 
Studies faculty workshop, Cam-
pus Center North Meeting Room, 
9 a.m.-5 p.m. 
Senior saxophone recital by Joan 
Hotton, Ford Hall Auditorium, 2 
p.m. -
Theatre Arts Department pre-
sents "The Three Penny Opera." 
-·Dillingham Center Clark Theatre, 
2and8p.m. 
Hillel 'performance, Chapel Sanc-
Juary, 6 P:m. 
Student Activities Board Films 
presents "Hudson Hawk" Textor 
Hall 102, 7 and 9:30 p.m. 
Phi Mu Alpha fall recital in aid of 
theTompkinsCountyTaskForce 
for Battered Women, Ford Hall 
Auditorium, 8:15 p.m. 
Student Activites Board presents 
"The Hangovers and l(ey Ele-
ments," Campus Center Coffee-
house, 9 p.m. 
Student Activities Board Films 
Midnight Movie, "The Blues 
Brothers, 102 Textor Hall 
Sunday, 
November 10 
Catholic Community mass, 
Chapel, 10:15 a.m., I and 9 p.m. 
Protestant Community services , 
Muller Chapel Sanctuary, 11:30 
a.m. 
Hillel meeting, Campus Center 
Conference Room, noon. 
Student Activities Board Films 
presents "Hudson Hawk," Textor 
Hall 102, 2 p.m. 
Junior bass trombone recital by 
Deborah Kinsey, Ford Hall Audi-
torium, 2 p.m. 
Elective euphonium recital by 
Melissa Fulmer, Muller Chapel, 
3:30p.m. 
Student recital by Robert Southard, 
Campus Center Clark Lounge, 3 
p.m. 
Rowland-Hilliard-Boothroyd so-
cial, Pub/Coffeehouse, 6 p.m. 
Catholic Community meeting, 
Campus Center South Meeting 
Room,6p.m. 
Campus Center Staff Develop-
ment meeting, Campus Center 
Emerson Suites, 6 p.m. 
B.I.G.A.L.A. meeting, Muller 
Chapel Laub Room, 6:30 p.m. 
Kappa Gamma Psi fall recital, 
Ford Hall Nabenhauer ·Room, 7 
p.m. 
School of Music presents brass 
choir, Ford Hall Auditorium, 8:15 
p.m. 
Mu Phi Epsilon meeting, Terrace 
12A Lounge, 9 p.m. 
Student Activities Board Films 
presents" L.A. Story," Textor Hall 
102, 7 and 9:30 p.m. 
Monday, 
November 11 
Advance Regisration for Spring 
1992 
Student Government Executive 
Board meeting, Campus Center 
Conference Room, 7 p.m. 
Parish Council meeting, Muller 
Chapel Laub Room, 8 p.m. 
Oracle Society induction, Campus 
Center Emerson Suites, 8 p.m. 
ICES meeting, Campus Center 
North Meeting Room, 8 p.m. 
BOC meeting, Campus Center 
DeMott~_ Room, 8 p.m. 
Zeitgeist meeting, Friends 202, 
8:15p.m. 
Tuesday 
November 12 
Advance Registration for Spring 
1992 
Student Affairs Directors' meet-
ing, Campus Center South Meeting 
Room, 9a.m. 
Career Planning and Placement 
seminar, "How to Find a Jo~," 
Campus Center South Meeting 
Room, noon. 
Residential LifeStafflnputBoard 
meeting, Campus Center Confer-
ence Room, noon. 
Biblical Viewpoint Bible Study 
group, Friends 207, 12:10 p.m. 
Student Activities Board Execu-
tive meeting, Campus Center North 
Meeting Room, 12:15 p.m. 
Senior class presents "Senior Ser-
vices," Textor 101, 12:15 p.m. 
Dr. Suzanne Liberty, Director of 
Graduate Programs at Clarkson 
University, talks with students in-
terested in the4+ llthaca-Clarkson 
Business Administration Pro-
gram, Smiddy 419, 3 p.m. Indi-
vidual interviews held from 1-3 p.m. 
Campus Center Executive Staff 
meeting, Campus Center Confer-
ence Room 3:30 p.m. 
Math placement exam, Textor 103, 
4p.m. 
Habitat for Humanity meeting, 
Campus Center DeMotte Room, 
6:30p.m. 
Campus Crusade for Christ meet-
ing, Campus Center North Meeting 
Room, 7 p.rn. 
International Club speaker, Pro-
fessor Vincenzo Gatto, Textor 103, 
7p.m. 
Faculty Council meeting, Campus 
Center South Meeting Room, 7:30 
p.m. 
Theatre Arts Department presents 
"The--Three Penny Opera," 
Dillingham Center _clark Theatre, 8 
p.m. 
Sign Language Club meeting, 
Philips Room, Muller Chapel, 8 p.m. 
Student Government Association 
Congress meeting, North Meeting 
Room, 8:15 p.m. - .. 
Concert and symphonic band, 
Ford Hall Auditorium, 8:15 p.m. 
Wednesday, 
November 13 
Advance Registration for Spring 
1992 
Campus Center· and Special 
Events meeting, Campus Center 
Conference Room, 10 a.m. 
Professional Development Com-
mittee meeting, Campus Center 
Conference Room, noon. 
Office of International Programs 
meetings, Campus Center Emerson 
Suite C, noon. 
St_udent A;ffairs and Campus Life 
Directors meeting, Campus Cen-
ter DeMotte Room, I p.m. 
Human Subjects Research Com-
mittee meeting, Campus Center 
Conference Room, 3:30 p.m. 
da_r._ m~til)g;C3l]!pus Center South 
Meeting Room~ ~:45 p.m. 
Tower. Club_ presents "AII-
AmericanBuffet," 5, 7,and9p.m. 
Call 274-3393 for information. 
Campus Center Managers' 
meeting, Campus Center North 
Meeting Room, 6 p.m. 
Overeaters' Anonymous weekly 
meeting, Muller Chapel Phillips 
Room, 7p.m. 
Accounting Club weekly meetin o-
c 
o, 
ampus Center North Meetin" 
Room, 7:30 p.m. 0 
Theatre Arts Department present<; 
"The Three Penny Opera " 
Dillingham Center Clark Thea;c 
8p.m. ' 
I.C Players presents "One-Act 
Plays," Pub/Coffeehouse, 8 p.m. 
Residential Hall Association 
meeting, Campus Center South 
Meeting Room, 8 p.m. 
Cross Currents series presents 
John Grayson and Glen 
Schellenberg, Park School Audito-
rium, 8p.m. 
Health Management Association 
meeting, Campus Center DeMottc 
-Room, 8:15 p.m. 
Faculty brass recital, Ford Hall 
Auditoriium, 8:15 p.m. 
College Republicans meetmg, 
Friends 203, 8:30 p.m. 
Tompkins _County Alliance for 
Peace in the Middle East meets 
Wednesdays at the Presbyterian 
Church. For more information, 
contact Jean Finley, 272-3081. 
General 
Announcements 
Mary Hope, Director of Graduate 
Programs in the College of Busi-
ness at RJ.T., will talk with inter-
ested studentsonNov.14 in Smiddy 
112 at noon. Individual interviews 
will be held from IO~noon. Call 
Career Planning at ext. 3365 for an 
appointment. 
The Hearing Health Fair is 
scheduled for Nov. 15 from 9 a.m.-
4p.m. at C~allenge Industries. 
Painless screenings are open to the 
public. Infonnation on treatment 
for common hearing problems will 
also be available. Call 272-8990 to 
set up an appointment. 
Part six of the video series "Dice or 
Deity: The Atheist's Dilemma" 
on "Does Similarity Mean De-
scent?" from a Christian perspec-
tive will be held on Nov.19 at the 
Faith Bible Church, 429 Mitchell 
St., 7 p.m. 
1992 N.D.F.P. in Business and 
Management fellowships avail-
able to 100 students from any major 
interested in earning a doctorate in 
business and management; must 
have taken G.R.E. in Oct. or earlier; 
women and minorities encouraged 
to apply; application deadline is 
Dec.15;contacttheSchoolofBusi-
ness or H & S Academic Advising 
for information. 
Campus Center Rolling Calen- · 
Pan seven ofthevideoseries "Dice 
or Deity:, The · Aetbeists Di-
lemma" on "The Origins of the 
Earth," from a:Ctiristian perspec-
tive will -be held ori Nov. 26 at the 
Faith Bible Church, 429 Mitchell 
St., 7p.m. 
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Campus technology 
Televisions in new MSU class 
In an age when the e~~tronic media continue to outpace the 
written word, professors at Michigan State University may have 
discovered an excitjng new way to combine these two forms of 
communication in the classroom, and actually infuse more liberal arts 
learning into introductory-level college courses. · 
History professors at the university have mapped out an introduc-
tory American history course that will use videotaped discussions 
with leading scholars as its main teaching instrument 
Nearly 7,000 stud~nts, and some faculty, have objected to the 
required core course, which will be taught at MSU for the first time 
next fall. They say that televisions are impersonal and inappropriate 
as an everday teacher. · ·,_ 
Personality and appropriateness aside, television is a major force 
in society. and these television-integrated courses at big universities--
where introductory_classes typically hold 300-400 students -- may 
actually help students learn more and think more critically . 
. The new four credit "multi-media" class of 50 students will meet 
three times a week, with a videotape being shown for the first 30 
minutes and an instructor-led discussion for the second half of the 
·class. While the current introductory history classes at MSU include 
no written work and little discussion time, the new course will 
emphasize both writing and oral analysis, according to Dr. Alan 
Fisher, one of the course's creators. 
Moreover,·a fourth weekly class meeting will allow students to 
review writing and reading assignments with their instructors. 
All of these revisions would be a marked improvement over the 
introductory memorization·and recogn)tion courses taught at most 
large universities. today; Wi!h machine-graded, multiple-choice tests 
and minimal studenrinput, these assembly-line courses offer little in 
the way of real, critical learning, 
But, if successful, MSUs television-integrated history course may 
set ·a new direction for teaching the humanities to large numbers of 
students. Hopefully, this use of electronic media in the classroom will 
also spur a renewed interest in writing, a discipline that has lost 
considerable ground and become overshadowed by clever sound bites 
and flashy visuals. 
ACS computer upgrades benefit IC 
Ithaca College's newest computer lab ~~ the Writing Program 
Macintosh Lab in the Park School ot Communications -- epitom12es a 
remarkable improvement in this campus' computing systems. · 
Less than four years ago, IC had three computing labs. Today, there 
are 11 labs and over 300 terminals in buildings across campus. 
~- More important, however, has been the fulfillment of the "service" 
in Academic Computing Services, a six-member team of full-time staff 
led by Director Michael Taves. ACS also employs 90 student workers. 
. Since Taves arrival in 1989, ACS has taken an active role in 
reaching out to the campus community, not only with technological 
improvements, _but also with seminars, workshops and consulting for 
computer users. ACS's newsletter; On-Line, help~ inform students and 
faculty of these improvements. . 
And ACS is looking to establish new labs, including a Macintosh 
lab on the VAX system and a -24-hour lab. somewhere on campus. 
"We take the philosophy that you should not have to have a com-
puter to do well at IC," Dave Weil, communications and training 
six::cialist, ·said recently'. 
ACS' committment to that philosophy has served IC well. 
JayTokasz 
Editorial Page Editor 
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LETTERS 
Review board ruled unfairly 
To the editor: 
As one of the student journalists 
sent for judicial action following 
last February's bomb scare, I feel a 
need to respond to Nadia Bodnar' s 
letter in the October 10th Ithacan 
about the fairness of the judicial 
process. 
To refresh memories, as mem-
bers of a program called the Mid-
East Report on WICB, a colleague 
and I thought last February's bomb 
scare may be newsworthy and went 
out to find information. We pro-
ceeded up the hill, behind the tow-
ers, through the lot and into the 
woods behind the generator. We 
were picked up by campus safety, 
held for two hours and released. 
. One month later we were informed 
of a sanction of six months proba-
tion. Out of principle, I appealed 
and, to my dism~y. the review board 
imposed ilarsher sanctions on me. 
There are many injustices in the 
IC judicial system that biased my 
case (and continue to) as I proceed 
with another appeal. Currently, I 
have no right to the tapes of the first 
hearing so as to prepare my argu-
mentandpointoutwheretheymade 
false conclusions. However, the 
panel must receive new evidence in 
advance so they can prepare and, in 
the words of Judicial Affairs Head, 
Rory Rothman, "not be caught off 
guard." 
In the first hearing Robert Holt, 
director of campus safety, said that 
he was told by the bomb squad to 
clear a 1000 yard square radius area 
in order to be safe. Holt then said 
this wasn't possible and decided to 
section off a 100 yard radius in-
stead. I was charged with reck-
lessly endangering my own life. 
But based on Holt's admissions, 
who endangered whom? 
In my. hearing, Holt was also 
asked why he decided not to put up 
a police line behin_d the towers. He 
said, on the record, that he felt the 
area did not need to be roped off 
because the topography of the hill 
is such, that if a bomb went off, the 
backof thehill wouldnotbeharmed. 
If Bob Holt did not think the area 
was in danger, how would I have 
known of any danger, especially 
since there was no police line and 
no one was there to secure the area? 
Furthermore, Holt, on the night 
of the bomb scare, claimed that no 
swdents were~etained thatevening. 
Yet I am one of four students who 
were detained that night for two 
hours, without being questioned. 
Finally, Holt said (at the hearing 
again) that he had to brief his offic-
ers on the grave danger of coming 
up to get us. But a campus safety 
officer's own report said that the 
officers were only performing a fi-
nal protective sweep of the area. 
There was no indication in the re-
port that the officers had been in-
formed (by Holt) of any danger or 
of students being in the wooded 
area. 
These inconsistencies became 
evident only during my hearings, 
which will not be made public in-
formation. 
The review board failed to rec-
ognize any of the inconsistencies in 
Holt's statements, relying instead 
on the credibility of an administra-
tor over a student in concluding that 
1 was guilty as charged. 
I don't know how I will fare in 
my upcoming appeal, but I have 
little confidence lef tin IC' s judicial 
system. In any event, the system 
here needs an overhaul. 
AdamWodon· 
TV/R '92 
Proposal hurts professional organizations 
To the editor: grams in our field. They expect 
Thisisanopenlettertothelthaca greek organizations to complete 
College Greek Life Committee. many social programs each semes~ 
Onceagain,theyincludethefour ter as well as numerous diversity 
recognized professional music and awareness sessions for members. 
performance fraternities in the ob- We are not against the ideas behind 
viously .. anti-greek" Greek Life such programs, but we were cre-
Proposal. It is clear that they have atedtopromoteourfields.Ourtime 
no understanding of what the pro- together as a fraternity is spent 
fessional houses are and do. Their around music and performance. 
proposal includes stringent guide- Recitals, music therapy, guest art-
lines on pledging,· housing, and ists, and the-Pep Band are some of 
community service.guidelines that the time commitments for the four 
have no relevance to the aims and profession.al houses. 
goals of a professional Greek orga- Housing requirements are an-
nization. In fact, the guidelines · other facet of a proposal that shows 
would prevent many of us_ from . no concern for the professional 
fulfilling our traditional activities, houses. The proposal states that in 
and. some of them go so. far as to order to remain housed on campus, 
jeop~ our existerice •.. · . . which means use of a meeting place, 
Our fraternities differ· from the:·- ,·-ano~izationmustfillonesideof . 
ones- expected- to-follow the ·- aterracefloor. Thiswouldbefineif 
proposal's guidelinesin:dutt we are wewereabletodraw from the7,000 
cente~ around ac;:ti~iµes anq ~ mem~rs of th_e sro~ent. ~y. but 
four fraternities drawing from 400 
music students have a hard time 
securing 25 members each. And 
losing on-campus housing would 
mean losing recognition, which 
would prevent us from using Ford 
Hall facilities for any music func-
tion. That means we can not do the 
things we were created to do. 
Kappa Gamma Psi, Mu Phi Ep-
silon, Phi Mu Alpha, and Sigma 
Alpha Iota have been part oflthaca 
College since the tum of the cen-
tury. It would be a shame to endan-
ger their existence and constrict our 
professional goals by oversights on 
the Committee's part. Once again 
we ask the Greek Life Committee 
. to consider a se~te proposal for 
the housed profe~onal Greek or-
ganization_s. . . 
· · Michael Toriello '92 
Brad Swope '92 · 
Mu Phi Epsilon 
if I,,' I.ti; • . :,-1.. 
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ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT 
Old world Africa 
Artifacts reveal common threads between the continent's tribes 
By Kevin Lewis I REVIEW I off until her death. The Liberian govern-
In the age of multiculturalism, Afro- ment has twice outlawed this type of 
centrism, and celebration of diversity, the ._ ___________ _. anklet because they look and act so much 
overall affinity of the human race is sometimes overlooked. like leg irons, making the woman appear to be a piece of the 
Power and Prestige: African Adornment, a new exhibi- husbands property--a less than subtle allusion to slavery. 
tion at Cornell's Herbert F. Johnson Museum of Art, under- Much more universal than the anklets, the hair accessories 
linesculturalsimilaritiesbyexhibitingcommonplaceobjects present many parallels in our society--banana clips with 
from various African tribes which parallel their counterparts i11finitely' more elaboration. The combs, made of wood and 
in western society. · i'vory. have primitive figures carved into the handles. Particu-
The exhibit, guest-curated by recent Cornell graduate larly interesting are the faces, they bear a great resemblance 
Jacklyn Clark, displays numerous bracelets, rings, anklets, to the African masks Picasso used as models for his Cubist 
combs and necklaces representing distinct styles of African work. 
jewelry. The pieces come from a wide variety of African All of the pieces show something about the wearer: social 
countries, among them Tanzania, the Ivory Coast, Mali and status, wealth or spiritual beliefs. The heavy, thick pendants 
Ghana. and necklaces of the Dogon tribe are greatly influenced by 
The bracelets are made mostly from ivory and brass. The mythology and religion. Evident in the numerous faces of one 
ivory bracelets exhibit a minimum of carving and allow the necklace is the practice of ancestor worship. 
natural beauty of the material to stand without too much Noteveryobjectisspiritualinnature.Thebrightlycolored f 
human embellishment. They possess a mellow lumines- belts and loincloths worn by Zulu men were used to attract 
cence. They remind the viewer of the large plastic bracelets attention to the genitals. They increased in size as the wearer 
worn by western women -- a pale shadow of these African got older, but were worn only by unmarried men. 
works. The jewels of this is exhibit are the two brilliantly beaded 
The brass bracelets arc formed into clunky geometric Yoruba crowns. Both had sculptural forms on top as well as 
shapes that would look at home on any high-fashion model. figures represented on the side. The faces and formations are 
A lustrous silver piece continues the geometric style with displayed with stunning colors--vibrant reds, blues, and 
delicately elaborate patterns that strike the viewer with their lavenders. On one sits a man astride an elephant, on the other, 
stunning beauty. a beautiful bird. These designs are reminiscent of the intricate 
The rings are intricately crafted of brass and bronze. hairstyles preferred by the I,.ouis XVI crqwd in 17th century 
Typical ofth.c natural forms represented is the charming brass France. 
lizard perched atop one of the rings. No matter if it's France, America, or Africa, human beings 
The anklets arc as beautiful as the rest of the jewelry, but love to ornament themselves. This exhibit shows some beau-
disturb more than delight. The first thing one notices about tiful, interesting and almost familiar African accessories. 
the anklets is their impressive size. Some of them weigh as Perhaps if humans could learn to beas unified in their politics ..._ _ _...;.. 
much as eight or nine pounds. as their taste in jewelry we really could achieve world peace. Court~sy of the Johnson Museum of art, photo by Emil 
Originally, the anklets were worn by both men and Power and Prestige: African Adornment runs through Ghinger 
women, but eventually became reserved for wives. They Dec. 22. The museum is open IO a.m. to 5 p.m., Tuesday A wooden, hinged comb from the Akan Group, Ghana 
would be put on a woman when she was married and not taken through Sunday. on display. 
Mozart 
Musicale 
The School of Music presented 
a lunchtime concen highlighting 
the music of Wolfgang Amadeus 
Mozan Wednesday afternoon. 
Among the performers were fac-
ulty members Deborah Mont-
gomery, soprano, and Richard 
Montgomery on piano, right. 
The Ithaca College String Or-
chestra, lead by Pamela Gearhart, 
conductor, below, performed 
from 12:30 p.m. until about 2 
p.m. 
Both photos by Tor Seemann for 
the Ithacan 
- -----•n•'"T"I'""'"""•""'-.-.,-,,, , .. .., .,,.,,' •·-·.,.,,..,~··, • ~•••••~~•~,.,,-~---...,•--·----- ---------
Hong Kong 
tops Hollywood 
By Gary Rutkowski 
For those who thought Arnold 
Schwarzenegger and Sylvester 
I REVIEW 
Stallone movies were the first arid in the U.S.199 I). Yun Fat plays a 
last in action flicks, think again. hit man who is eager to retire but 
Cornell Cinema is presenting a docs one last job to pay for a cornea 
four-partseriesbcttei:thananyHol- transplant: for an innocent victim 
lywood action film. The film series from his last hit. This is only the 
is "Hong Kong Action!" and will vehicle for the conflict between the 
be shown throughout November. hit man and a maverick cop ride to 
The series begins with director reach their final showdown. 
Robert Clouse's classic Enter the Lastly, there is-A Chinese Ghost 
Dragon (1973). This film came out Story II (1990), directed by Ching 
at the height of Hong Kong's flood Siu-Tung. This sequel to the 1987 
of martial arts movies in the early original is described by Cornall 
70s that were popularly imponed to Cinema as a film that " ... mixes farce, 
the United States. It stars Bruce FIX horror, and lyrical romance .. a 
Lee, in his last completed role, in film populated by beautiful tender-
what is considered to be his best hearted apparitions, misanthropic 
movie. After Lee's death, countless Taoist swordsmen, a basement full 
imitations of the film both in Hong of decomposing zombies, and an 
Kongandelsewherewerercleased. androgynous tree demon with a 
None were able to match it, though. mile-long retractable tongue." This 
The second film slated for the is not traditional Hollywood film-
series is actor/director Jackie Chan's making. 
Project A (1983). This film isknown The energy of Hong Kong cin-
foritsover-the-top,risky stuntwork. cma is thought to arise from the 
Its final climatic scene is known for arriving deadline in_ 1997 when 
its mimicking of silent star Harold HongKongwillceasetobcacolony 
Lloyd's famous scene from Safety of Great Britan, and become a part 
Last, in which Lloyd hangs from a of China.Chan described this as the 
clock tower. reason why Hong Kong cinema re-
Unlike the Lloyd film, however, cently has been so explosive and 
Chan actually falls. Chan is one of outrageous.HesaidthatHongKong 
thc most popular Hong Kong film- cinema can beseenasescapistsince 
makers today both in China and laborers who will not be able to 
in~e~ationally · His past credits in- I~ve by '_97 will need another kind 
clu~e the well recicvedPolice Story Qf _"esca~.,. 
(19~5). His·work is noted for its Thefilmseriesisbeingco-spon-
rapid pace anc,J "hypc~kinetics. '.', sored, by-, the. Hong Kong student 
H~ng Kong superstarC~<>w Yun Association. For more information 
~t 1f featur~d. in director John .contact Cornell-Cinema at 255-
_0Q s The ~llJer (1~89;.released .. 3522. . · ,: . .- ,,. 
November 7z1991 
Movi~ Listings for Nov. 7-14 
STATE THEATER CORNELL CINEMA 
phone 273-2781 phone 255-3522 
Frankie and Johnnie-- Daily Goldfinger -- Thurs. at WSH,-Z:35; Fri. at Uris, Mid-
at 7, 9:30; ~at. and Sun. at 7, 
night 
9:30, matinee at 2 
What About Bob? -- Thurs. 
The People Under The at WSH, 10; Fri. & Sat. at 
Stalrs-:-Oaily at 7:15, 9:30; Uris, 9:40; Sun. at WSH, 
Sat: and Sun. at 7:15, 9:30, 4:30; Tues. at WSH, tO 
matinee at 2 The Terminator -- Thurs. at 
WSH, 10 
CINEMAPOLIS Regarding Henry -- Thurs. at 
phone 272-1256 WSH 7:35 
Rambling Rose-- Daily at Truly, Madly, Deeply -- Fri. 
. 7:20, 9:35; Sat. and Sun, at WSH, 10:15; Sat. at WSH, 
matinees at 2:20, 4:35 7:30; Mon. at WSH, 7:05 
Barton Fink-- Daily at 7:15, Chinatown -- Sat. at Uris, Midnight; Sun. at WSH, 8 
9:30; Sat. and Sun. matinees 
at 2:15, 4:30 Shanghai Express -- Mon. at 
WSH,9:30 
FALL CREEK The Killer -- Fri. & Sat. at phone 272-1256 Uris, 7:1 O; Tues. at WSH, 
7:35 
Homicide-- Daily at 7:15, Movies are shown at Willard Straight 
9:30; Sat. and Sun. at Hall or Uris theater. Please call above 
matinees at 2:15, 4:30 number for more inlromation 
IC Students with ID gel in lor $4 
The Commitments-- Daily at SAB WEEKEND 7:15; Sat_ and Sun. matinees 
MOVIES at 2:15 · 
phone 274-3383 
Year Of The Gun-- Daily at 
9:30; Sat. and Sun. matinees The Rocketeer -- Fri. & Sat., 
at 4:30 7, 9:30; Sun. matinee at 2 
Slacker-- Daily at 7:20, 9:35; The Blues Brothers -- Fri. & 
Sat. and Sun. matinees at Sat. at Midnight 
2:20, 4:35 L.A. Story -- Sun. at 7, 9:30 
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'Little Man' big on. emotion 
By Brad Barton ---• tor for composing shots that look 
When established, talented ac- ------- like art work. Some of her encom-
tors try their hands at directing, the MO vie passing Static shots of a location 
results are often mixed. Kevin convey more emotion and have 
Costner's directorial debut with Review more meaning than any line the 
Dances With Wolves won him the actors could deliver. 
BestPictureAcademyAward.Wil- Little Man Tate As an actress, Foster's record 
liam Shatner's Star Trek dealt him The Ithacan rates movies on a scale remains as impressive as ever. Com-
ridicule from critics and fans alike. from 1 10 1 o, with 10 being the best. _ing off of Silence of the Lambs, she JodieFoster'sfirstdirectingattempt ...._ _________ __, does not disappoint here. Foster 
falls somewhere in the middle. movie and another are the charac- plays Dede as a single mother who 
Little Man Tate tells the story of ters of Fred, Dede, and Jane. The genuinely loves Fred, but really has 
how seven-year-old genius Fred film keeps introducing characters noclueofhowtobeaparent.Quali-
Tate, played exceptionally by new- who literally drop out of the film fied only to be a waitress, Foster's 
comer Adam Hann-Byrd, learns to oncethey'vemadetheirimpactand Dede maintains an air of shame 
balance his needs for mental stimu- established a friendship with Fred, when stie's around Jane and her 
lation with his needs for emotional which seems strange since it is es- intellectual environment. 
stability. Director/star Foster is tablished early on that Fred has a Wiest's Jane remains a career-
Fred'smother,Dede,awaitresswho hard time making friends. oriented psychologist, who is de-
is obviously not the source of her As Fred first begins his experi- terminedtomakethesechildprodi-
son'smassive intellect, whose only ences with Jane, he travels to "The gies her own by enrolling them in 
dream is to provide Fred with a Odyssey of the Mind," a conven- her institute and by writing books 
"normal" childhood. Lion/seminar for super-smart kids, zbout their abilities. But while try-
Arguing that Fred is far from where he befriends some of them ing to become a guardian for them, 
normal is Dianne Weist as Dr. Jane (including Damon). But when the she is unable to adapt her knowl-
Grierson, an obsessive child psy- "Odyssey" comes to an end, so do edge to the taSk. For the most part, 
chologist Grierson introduces Fred the presences of the other children. Wiest accomplishes this and makes 
to a world of young prodigies who Fred's friendship with Connick it believable, but every once in a 
multiply six digit numbers for fun. is far too brief, especially consider- while her well-meaning-mom of 
Fred finds temporary mentors in ing the fun-loving feel he brings to Edward Scissor Hands rears her 
Harry Connick, Jr., whose musical the movie, and this is awkward. head making Jane a little more 
talent and care free attitude appeal Why is Fred taken away from these motherly than she is. 
toFred,andinanotherchild-genius people when they are the solution Foster'sdiscoveryofHann-Byrd 
discovered by Jane named Damon, to his desire for friendship versus also adds to the movie consider-
"themathemagician," whoparades desire for knowledge problem? ably. He plays Fred as a tiny, wide-
around in a flowing black cape only Despite the sudden departures eyed, often expressionless kid with 
slightly smaller than his ego. of these characters, Foster does an global concerns. Fred worries so 
By the film's end, itdoesn' tseem admirable job with Little Man Tate. much about the ozone layer he has 
as if the audience has bec'n taken At times the story becomes a little ulcers. Hann-Byrd reacts in barely 
anywhere. Despite the tug-of-war disjointed, but Foster's directorial noticeable head and body move-
between Dede and Jane for the title style makes it just as enjoyable as ments as he tries to understand the 
of"mother," it's up to this poor first any flawless script. She brings out world around him and his place in 
grade kid to take matters into his theabundanceofhumorthatliesin it. A relatively universal theme, 
own hands and force the plot to the story while maintaining that the Hann-Byrd brings it to life quite 
resolve itself. Until he does though, movie is not only aboutFred's needs convincingly. I'm already eager to 
the movie flows through a series of and wants, but about the mother/ see him in another film, as well as 
practically unrelated events. son relationship as well. Jodie Foster's name next to the title 
The only common thread of the Foster also has a flair as a direc- of director. 
The Cornell Concert Commission 
Proudly Presents .... 
THE 
MOONSHADOW 
TAVERN 
. SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 1991 at,8 p.m. 
BAILEY HALL, CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
TICKETS (>N SALE NQW! . 
$12.S0/$14.50 for CU students (2 tickets.per ID) 
· $14.50/$16.SO for the_ General Public 
~ .- · Available at-Willar~ Straight ~all Ticke(Of,fice. .. . :- ·.:.--.. _ .... 
. . · Rebop_Records, Ithaca,· Compa~t Disc-a~d all Ticketmaster ou~,~~ ·. ·.:-.; . 
. ,- .· :-- .. "'(l-$00-:382-8080) for more mfo.rmatton, -call 607---2S5.-7231. -. _ -· .- . ---
The place where anybody knows everybody, the 
MOONSHAD-OW TAVERN 
Featuring daily drink specials that 
really are special! Happy hour from 4 to 7 
Open 7 days a week at 
114 The Ithaca Commons 
( .. _J 
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Here ~ How: Solve the f oflowing Mystery and write the 
answer with your name, address & phone#. Present answer 
to any Bobby Gs staff member. 
Bobby G had a dinner party for a guest of honor. The 
guest of honor was supposed to be introduced by 
Bubbles McKay, who failed to show. The guest of honor 
then decided to give his speech. After the speech, 
Bubbles McKay arrived and asked to still speak, out of 
respect for the guest of honor.· After the speech Bubbles 
was arrested. Why?-
Clue #1 Foreigner; "It feels like the first time ... " 
Clue #2 Something done to a mocking· bird. 
Clue #3 Godfather 111 
Clue #4 Come to the Charleston Sat 9th, Sun 10th. 
Clue #5. Com_e.to the Charleston .. Mon _1_1.tb,_ Tt,teJ.Zth,-.W~d 1_Jtb.: __ ._ 
Clue #6 Come to the Charleston Thurs l4th__, Fri, 15th-. · 
Sat 16th Winner wi_ll· be announced 
(A raffle w~ 11 be held H more than 1 correct a·~swer is given) 
Many Other FREE Items 
Grand Opening Specials - Happy Hour Everyday 4-7 
- Monday Night Football (the same 92 oz. Table Keg a~d 2 dozen wings) 
-Tuesday.Night: Well Jump Night- prices go up slowly every 1/2 hr 
- Wednesday Nigh~: Draft & Schnapps Night with Live DJ 
- Thursday Night: Fox Night with the Simpsons and Beverly Hills 90210 
- Numbers Night starting at 10:00pm. Every nuµiher gets you 
a special drink or may even get you a FREE stereo component 
:- Friday & Saturday Night: J agermeister Party - Specials on drinks and free giveaways 
- Sunday: Brunch from 11.00-2.00 w/live entertainment 
- Stevie Wayne - acoustic guitar.from 10pm to lam 
' . 
Here~ Where: Grand Opening 
Saturday, November 9th 
Through . 
Sunday, November 17th 
7 Days A Week 
....... _ 
1 06 W. Green St., 
Ithaca • 277-1929 
Late Night and Take O~t ____ .,_.- -,--
• .Reservations Accepted·.• --- · ---·,· 
at=EB·-- __ , __ ---:-
---~----~---
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Mellencamp returns to'rock's roots 
By Dave Metzler . 
Tiiere once was a mad, rebel-
lious, young Indiana ·singer, 
songwriter named John Cougar. 
Cougar vented his anger in the 
fonn ofharddrivingadolescentrock 
and roll about women and living in 
the fast lane. But as he got older, a 
strange thing happened -- Cougar's 
unfocused anger developed into a 
cynicism and true dissatisfaction 
with American politics, particularly 
those policies affecting midwestem 
farmers. In addition, Cougar be-
came dissatisfied with himself and 
his own self image. 
This resulted in Cougar going 
back to his real name, calling him-
self Johµ Cougar Mellencamp, and 
the release of four stellar albums: 
Uh-huh,Scarecrow,TheLonesome 
Jubilee and Big Daddy. These al-
bums dealt with both the politics of 
the Reagan years that lead to the 
American farmer becoming impov-
erished,and the inner conflict within 
people between happiness and de-
spair. This progression in content 
was accompanied by a progression 
in musical style. 
As Mellencamp became more 
and more introspective, his music 
moved further and further away · 
from hard driving rock and roll. 
Acoustic guitar, mandolin, accor-
dion and thoughtful lyrics became 
Mellencamp'snewtrademarlcrather 
than a loud guitar and a rough atti-
tude. 
On his latest record, Whenever 
We Wanted,John Mellencamp lias 
returned to his rock and roll roots, 
however his social consciousness 
has remained intact Gone is the 
- acousticguitar.accordionandman-
doliii in favor of pulsating electric 
guita}" and hard hitting percussion 
Ethnic JJ1Usical 
instruments from 
Africa, Asia, and 
~Americas. 
MPCRTS 
BdUTIQUE 
Dewitt Mall. 271-3780 
I REVIEW I that the song's cynicism is coun-tered by hope. The chorus says not that people are doom¢ to this state 
burMellencamp's cynicism is still of loneliness, but rather that they 
ever present. have once chance to get up and beat 
"Love and Happiness" opens the it Only when a person gives up this 
album with a bang. The electric option is he/she doomed to a state 
guitarwail~_imdthedrumspoundas of despair. Mellencamp sings: "If 
Mellencamp bellows:" And they 're there were someone/I'd hold her/If 
tearing down walls/In the name of there was love/I'd let it take me 
peace/Andthey'rekillingeachother away/Butijuststayherealone/Last 
in the Middle East/But love and chance to get up/Last chance to 
happiness/Have forgotten our go." 
names/And there's no value left/In Rock and roll by nature has al-
love and happiness." waysbeenraunchywitharawedge. 
The need for a greater love and Ever since the advent of rock and 
understanding in a violent and cold roll, groups like the Rolling Stones 
world is a theme that runs through- have been famous (and criticized) 
out Whenever We ·wanted. "Now for dealing with sex in a raunchy 
More- Than Ever" deals with the fashion. 
same· issue in its chorus: "Now Mellencamp proves on this out-
more than ever/fhe world needs ing that his social conscious hasn't 
love/Notjustaslogan/Buttheworld cancelled out the wild spirit inside 
needs love." him. "Again tonight" and "Get a 
hi addition to world politics, Leg Up" are two songs that rock 
Mellencamp'sintrospectivenature out without any redeeming lyrical 
is prevalent throughout the album. qualities. It is a refreshing change 
"I Ain't Satisfied," as the title sug- tohearMellencampeschewthevir- bond fonned between the listener by almost whispering on a heart-
gests, is about the inability of people tues of lust and desire. and have a and the characters in the song. This felt ballad. Whenever We Wanted is 
to attain true fulfillment even good old time, without worrying relationship is missing on When- missing the latter. While it is good 
through the satisfaction of their aboutthestateoftheworldorhim- ever We Wanted, as problems are tohearMellencamprenewhisskills 
desires. The more people get, the· self. dealt with more universally rather in roe~ and roll, it is a shame to see 
more they want It is a simple, but While Whenever We Wanted is than on a personal level. · him ignore·a talent'that is so affect-
poignant song about a complicated an excellent album, it does have its Also, in the past Mellencamp ing. 
subject. problems. The album, as a whole, hasbeenextremelyeffectiveontwo Ovepill, Whenever We Wanted 
"Last chance" is perhaps the al- lacks the personal relationship with levels. On songs like "Rain on ihe · is an excellent rock and roll album. 
bums most interesting track. This the listener of past works. In his Scarecrow" off of Scarecrow, his Itisrarethesedaystofindanalbum 
song is the closest the album gets best work, Mellencamp, much like intense anger with the government · with intelligent lyrics and a crunch-
lyrically to Mellencamp' s last four Springsteen, creates characters in overthetreatmentoftheAmerican ing rock sound. These songs are 
albums, particularly to Big Daddy, his songs and illustrates large scale farmer is conveyed through an un- meant to be_ performed live and 
in its deep exploration of the inner problems on a small scale by using forgettable hard rocking anthem Mellencamp's tour promises to be 
soul. Similarly, it is the only song specific accounts of these charac- with Mellencamp almost scream- nothing shon of spectacular. 
on the album that isn't an all-out ters' lives. ing at times. However,:while proving he can 
rocker. Songs like ·'The Real Life" on On songs like "Jackie Brown" stillrockwiththebestofthem,let's 
"Last chance" is about loneli- The Lonesome Jubilee and "Jackie he is effective in conveying the . hope that in the future Mellencamp 
ness and how it can overwhelm Brown" on Big Daddy are intense distress of a man caught in a dead doesn't forget how powerful and 
people. W;Ii.atr_n~es_i~ ~~~res~l}gis ru:i~ ~~sfyi~~ ~au:re, ~f _the clq~_ . fn~ l~fe through no_faultof his own, moving his ~fter work can be. _ 
-~·~·~:~--~-~~--~-~-~-~-~-~---~-~-~-~--~~-~-~---~-~-~-~ ~---~-~-----~-------, Going to London? • $2 off Women's Hairc~ts or$1 off Men's Haircuts , .,. 
G d I• £ 1 9 I ~Uj)OnEIJimDecember3U991 I - ra ua 1ng ar Y • - -: c Conveniently located at The Commons : Movin1? . u on the second floor of Center Ithaca. : 
Who's going to be staying in your ap ent while you're away? : t Men's Styling, 272 4370 I 
Checkoutthelthacan'sSpringSubletGuideintheNovember2lst W •s St rng -
issue. Take this chance to save yourself so~emoneyby advertising 1
1 
.
0:;.~"PerJs~ ' Center Ithaca 1
1 in The Ithacan. u\bove The Commons Deadline: Mon., Nov. 18th, 5 p.m PARK 269. L· ___________________ _J -" 
BACK TO BACl< SPECIALS 
112 N. Aurora St. 
·On Both Nights· 
For your listening and dancing pleasure 
Music by Michael E's Mobile Sound 
featuring 
PLUMS, WHERE THERE IS 
NEVER A COVER AND 
FUN IS FREE! 
lvlichael E Spinning Tunes 
21 & OVER • PROPER I.D. REQUIRED 
,. ' 
\ .. 
( 
~- :~. 
\.' 
. . ., 
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The politics o_f pizza: touch my slice and perish 
By Pat Holland 
You never really know a person 
until you have shared a pizza to-
gether. For it is only then that one's 
generosity and good manners suc-
cumb to survival tactics found only 
during times of war or while watch-
ing American Gladiators. 
Unbeknownst to you, that sweet, 
innocent-looking young woman in 
your microeconomics course who 
thanks you profusely when you pick 
up her fallen paper clip off the floor, 
becomes a cut-throat savage beast 
when a pizza pie arrives in her dorm 
room in time for Letterman. 
Thatshort,clumsy computerpro-
f essor who gives generous curves 
on every exam turns into a huge 
barbarian when the last slic~ of pine-
PRINTERS 
GALLERY 
WEST 
apple pizza lies donnant between 
him and his wife. 
Even President JJ. Whalen be-
comes a bit anxious when he hears 
one of his guests ask for the largest 
slice of mushroom, black olive 
pizza. "And make sure you give me 
all the cheese that sticks to the card-
board, sir," the.guest pleads. (Would 
Whalen serve guests pizza right out 
of the cardboard box? Probably not 
Certainly, he must have paper plates 
lying around somewhere.) 
For some reason, the greatest 
study break under $10 brings out 
the worst in students. When two 
split a pizza, problems can often be 
avoided if one of the pair physically 
divides the pizza in half. Other-
wise, both hungry omnivores con-
Shirt available only at: 
I HUMOR I 
stantly scan the pie for the largest 
slice while shoving another piece in 
their face. Eating pizza becomes a 
complicated chess game. 
"If I take that one, she'll prob-
ably grab that other one. Then I'd 
have to probably take the slice over 
there in the back. But the one next 
to that has more pepperoni, so 
maybe I should take that one next, 
and then she'll be forced to take 
either the big slice with no pep-
peroni or that medium one with two 
pieces of pepperoni..." 
When three share a pie, there's 
usually one who, by no fault of his 
or her own, eats relatively quickly, 
Screen 
Printing 
711 West Clinton Strm 
lhaca. New Yolk: 14850 
607 · 277 - 2225 
THE BOMB SHELTER 
Entertainment 
Extravaganza 
·302 W. Green St 
Ithaca, NY 
273-BOMB ·· 
printed by: 
PRINTERS GALLERY WEST 
'The Leader in Screen Printing Technology" 
a second who, again by no fault of 
his own, eats at a moderate pace, 
and a third who keeps tabs on the 
number of slices the other two are 
consuming. 
This third individual is usually 
the one who is also under the false 
impression that life is fair, and ex-
pects he 'II get his equal share of the 
pizza eating at a dead snail's pace. 
He is in for a rude awakening. 
When more than three are· in-
volved in pizza eating, the scene 
most resembles a Soviet meat 
counter in December. The taste of 
your pie is secondary to how many 
slices you can scarf _from the pack 
of wild pizza wolves surrounding 
you. Your friends, who just min-
utes before were all working to-
gether in perfect unison on a group 
class project, suddenly become ruth-
less opponents in search of dough, 
sauce, cheese, and toppings. Talk 
about two-faced. 
So how can one alleviate some 
of these swashbuckling pizza prob-
lems? No one knows for sure. We 
can only pray that perhaps the Dead 
Sea Scrolls will provide us with the 
answers in the near future. 
So the next time someone de-
scribes your new psychology pro-
fessor as "the nicest guy this side of 
Syracuse," offer to pay for a pizza 
to be split between them. You'll 
find future teacher compliments 
hard to come by ,and two less people 
you can s_plit a pie with in the future. 
Hey, more for you. 
~ 'Ifie 
~- 9{,0S'E'l3'llrJJ 
· EJ 'l(estaurant 11! &rving a wide variety 
,-.· ._,. , of dishes for 
~ breakfast, lunch, and dinner! 
Locatea in 'Ifie Commons • 272-5708 
• Sterile conditions 
• Thousands of Designs, Yours or Mine 
• Tattoo Mugs. Hats and T-Shirts Available 
• Greek Letters Available 
PRESENTS ..... 
A NIGHT OF A CAPPELLA! 
. :.:: ... 
0 
\ %1~:<'~-- <? 0 ~~ft8w 
v  
13 man a cappella group 
and 
KEY 
ELEMENTS' 
. _16 meinbet ~o-ed·a.capp_ella·_.gr_oUjl._ 
. . ~ , . - '. . ~ .. - : ' . ' ' - . .. ' :· . .. . . 
' 
. . . . ' - ' . ~ ~ .. , 
November .71 19.9.1 
Ithaca College Theatre 
presents 
ThThe reepenny 
era 
A classic in musical theatre 
Original Book by Bertolt Brecht 
Music by Kurt Weill · 
For more. inf orniation;. call:· 
. 27 4-3224 . · . 
_Dillingham Center for the Performing Arts 
1991-92 Season 
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Find Out 
VVhat So Many 
lthacans 
Already Know. 
Ithaca's Favorite Restaurant 
for Mexican Food, Late Night Menu 
and All You Can Eat Specials! 
·-~---~-----------------------, 
: You and your guest are cordially invited 1 
: to enjoy I complimentary entree with : 
1 purchase 2nd entree of equal or greater value. : 
: Valid Sunday - Thursday : L (regular menu items only. Expires 12/ I /91) I 
-----~-------------~---------~ 
Dinner everyday al. S:OOpm • Lunch: M-f rrom 11:'30 
fun Lil Closin8 • Lale Ni8hL Menu Available 
Triphmnmcr Mall / !Lhaca, New York / 257-5542 
·.·Some questions and answers 
· . ~ . . about · ,, · 
• Who runs ~ e Ithacan.· ., e Itha 
1 
':· n 1. -· __ 
1 
wned and operaJ~·,;i{- y Ithaca College. 
However, it i ,,-_ student-ru ewsp ,-=--.,;er.· hat means that stj -'~ .. .'', ts decide what 
will appear i, % he paper, an , ow it · il e presented. Thefo ;< e does not tell 
the newsp~ _,,. wliat it "ca ·r "ca , ~ print. J * · 
. • ~ow doe. . . e Ithaciin g ts ne · 4 Th _ ¥'aper r1'- a _s II f o! about 40 
editors, rep .. , rs, ehotogra ¼ rs a> .. ,, dv. :jrepreseltah\71-.d'i Like mo~t 
newspapers=·· e Ithacan re , on,i}p p · ,:ss Peleasest»,· om ,_, __ : ~; ple outside the 
newspaper. ,II- . ,.,·, :N -~ . 1 
w w, &.} -· ~ 
•whocait .. JttrkforThelt-·· ca qAn <~_,e. 1-,.enewspj:ffl::x: - ; ~,-;yslookingfor 
dedicated stcf.Anembers to .'.:;·rvE{f, repWerf photografhers an,.:, dvertising 
representativa\Since it is #arrf~ lab<i·<> l,ry, no expfience is ::.J:essary. 
Students also~'i:lnot have ~_s=/be fll''(,lt of.th Y..~--";._hool of Cgp.,.municatlt.is in order to 
• • -:"'-:<ia t ff * fh fu. w,.y dfif/ partic1pa te on , , .:. s a . tf .. . -·,,f& _;t Ii 
~ ,;.,.;}l::z:,;::,:>. I dW 
• 1/. .. ;::-:. ~ • ;,'"/,. 
• How can I ge ,,. .. ·sin The;; , ? a . -.-unce ardor 
news-event' you w blished? Pu . methi in writing and sen 1t to the . 
~ppropriate editor ·aff is listed o_n--th~ ~ditor~_al_page of each issue). Be sure to 
include your nam ne number .. __ _ _ 
. Other questions, co _ or· suggestions? Contact Editor .in Chief Christa Anon 
or Managing E.ditor Jim,. __ nno.at 274-3207, or Paul Heaton, Manager of Student 
,_ ,, . -. Publications, at 274;-1036. Our office is .located m. Park CQmnt~nications _26~.. . 
' ' 
- - . . . - .. . . . . . . - . . . . - . . - - - . . - .. 
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&tudent Centennial 
PQE&ENT& 
. . 
Saturday, January 25, 1992 -
in the Emerson Suites_ . 
and Live Entertainment in the Pub 
All Are -Welcome· 
«c.._----.l?-1L~---__:,, 
T; ~.::: k1 t , l'' ~; ; ,,,,,,,. ~ '',_..., e,, :; ~< :: _.,,. c:.~ i ci 
.,, ........•. ,... .,....... .... . ... ,..-;,-,.-// ................ ......... ..,..................... . .. :.,~"'- ......... ,, ... // 
$7 with an RHA or. Seniqr Card or $9 without 
On Sale From 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
Ca1npus Center Lobby 
Noven1ber 14th - 21st 
•. ,' After th,e 21i;t,ti~ .will lie avail.a~le in th~ studen~ Activi~~-f eI\~~-3rd floor Campus Center, frQm 10 a.m. ~ 2 p.m, 
,, : ?-. - '·- - .. • -~~. __ :· .... , • • ... • •. ·- _' • - -~- • - - • : ~ • -- • •: ..• -- . • : . ,.:. ,. , ... ,-.. '91. : • '. • ' ' - : - • ': • • : 
•· •- ·• ·, .. ,1•-" '• t. ·,- ...... ,,, •' •,. ,..,,.,• ... .:., ,w• ,•,.' ;-_- ...... '\.:.:"',..· ..... ·_,-..... ~.-,.,:-:J~•i-:.~·~•-' .. , I • .,_::. ·,. -_,, -·.:,, •• 
~. ! : • . • - :. ? .. :: 
JQ~t \ T~!lhtHJ'1!-
1~'.~NO~ember"7,-1991 . ~ . - ~ . . . - .. "' . 
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PERSONALS 
Lopez-
Remember: 'Don'tdipyourPenin 
Company.ink!• 
-Whitie 
Joe-
You still make me smile! 
-Amy 
Skippy. Rob & Jill-
Thanks for everything. Mondays 
won't be the same without Mano's. 
Robin 
E.C. Crew '91-
Thanks for making this the best 
Election Center ever. 
Robin 
Lori-
Thanks for being there for me to 
lean on. 
The Flusher 
To the Cayugan Staff--
BRING PLENTY OF BODY BAGS 
XOXOXO The Ithacan 
Sharon!! Happy 21st! Get ready 
for a weekend you won't remem-
ber! We love you! 
Monica, Nicole, Leila, Stef, Laura 
& Heather 
FOR RENT 
Apt for Rent New 3 bedroom, 2 
baths, furnished, 3 blocks Com-
mons·; unique energy efficient. 
$250/room plus. 533-7324, 277-
6260. 
Now Renting for 1992-1993 
School Year--Hudson Street, 
Hillview ~lace, Prospect Street. 2-
i 5bedroom apartments-available 
by apartment or rent whole house. 
. Allapartmentsfumished,mosthave 
off-street parking. 273-5370. 
Attention Fratetnities or Sorori-
ties Renting for 1992-1993 school 
year- 30 bedroom building-fur-
nished· with laundry and off-street 
parking. Call 277-5576 Monday -
Friday, or 273-5370 on weekends. 
Renting for 1992/1993 school 
year- Brand new 5 bedroom luxury 
apartments. Completely furnished, 
off-street parking, laundry, and in-
tercom security system. Call 277-
5576 or 273-5370. 
For '92-'93: 3 bedroom apt. or 6 
bedroom house. 2 full bath and 2 
kitchen. 2 Laundry. 6 parking 
spaces. Call 272-1131, 11 a.m. - 11 
p.m. 
3 BEDROOM LOVELY FUR-
NISHED APARTMENT Living 
room, dining room, balcony, dish-
washer, microwave,just down the 
hill from campus, near· the Com-
mons. Bus+ parking available $275 
per person. August '92. 272-7891, 
askforTom. 
SECOND SEMESTER 
AT 
COLLEGE CIRCLE 
Only a few 3 and 4. bedroom apart-
mentsremainforJanuary 1992. Call 
now to see and reserve the best and· 
most beautiful apartment homes 
serving·thelthaca College Commu-
nity. 277-1221 
1992-93 
COLLEGE CIRCLE 
COLLEGE CIRCLE-ITHACA 
COLLEGE .STUDENT AP ART-
:MENTS OF CHOICE-OFFER: 
-NEW CONSTRUCTION 
-GREAT LOCATION 
-FREE PARKING 
-BEAUTIFUL LANDSCAPING 
-ELEGANT FURNITURE/FIN-
ISHES 
- ON-SITE LAUNDRY 
-EFFICIENT/RESPONSIVE 
MANAGEMENT 
ACT NOW TO RESERVE 2, 3, 4, 
or 5 BEDROOMS FOR JUNE OR 
AUGUST. 
277-1221 
Unusual Contemporary 
Townhouse 11 Charles Street, 
available June 1 1992. 3/4 bed-
rooms, 2 baths, FREE heated ga-
rage, additional parking available. 
Sky lit entry, walled garden: cov~ 
ered balcony. Pets by arrangement. 
Walle to I.C.,-Comell, Commons, 
all buses. Price: $1300. Special of-
fer: $1200 if signed before Nov. 
15, 1991. Call anytime 257-7077. 
'92- '93 SEASON: 
Apartments, houses for 1 to 24. 
Well maintained; furnished. laun-
dry, parking. South Hill and Down-
town. 272-3153. 
3 BEDROOM APARTEMENTS 
DOWNTOWN '92-'93 Very nice. 
Furnished. Big rooms. Yard. 
Porches. Parking. $250/person in-
cludes heat and util. 273-7082, leave 
message. 
WANTED 
BACKPACK WANTED 
Internal or External frame for ex-
tended hiking tours. New or used. 
Wendy 277-4304. 
Room available for spring tenn in 
Beautiful South Hill four bedroom, 
with 3 IC women. Private Parking. 
Calllandlord.347-4513, 53~7500. , --
FOR RENT 
Three and four bedroom apart-
ments; Beautifully rei\ovated, -fur-
. ~bed. Private par.king. $OUfh Hill, 
·neat.Downtown/ Heat included. 
347-4513. 533-7500. . -
.,.•, ,•"":':. 
NOTICES 
FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS to 
students or student organizations 
promoting our Spring Break Pack-
ages. Good Pay & Fun. Call CMI. 
1-800-423-5264. 
HORSEBACK RIDING - $12 hr., 
1 1/2 hr. $15. A Lonestar Stable, 
Homer. Please call in advance -
607-749-3593. 
You Found WHAT in your 
Wheaties??!! 
TELL US! 
We are marketing students con-
ducting research on how manufac-
turers respond to product com-
plaints. We are soliciting the cam-
pus community for actual product 
complaints, such as 'my odor-cat-
ers© don't eat odor,' or 'my Raisin 
Bran© is missing a1l the raisins.' If 
you have such a complaint, please 
call 272-7967 and ask for: Bonny, 
or stop by Smiddy 428 to talk to 
Prof. Eckrich. If your complaint is 
suitable for our project, we will file 
it at our expense, and anvthing re-
ceived as a result of the 
corrcspondance will be yours to 
keep. Unfortunately, we will not be 
able to act on every complaint, but 
we will do our best to file as many 
as possible. · 
Spring Break '92 You've only got 
one week to live ... so don't blow it! 
Do itin Bahamas,J amaica, Cancun, 
Margarita Island, starting at $369. 
Organized group travel free. 1-800-
426-7710. 
SKI IN JANUARY 
· SUN IN MARCH 
Winter and Spring Break trips with 
SAB. Trips to Killington, Colo-
rado, Barbados, Bahamas, Jamaica 
and Cancun. For infonnation stop 
by or call the SAB office at 274-
3383 and ask for Deb or Jodi. 
GRr MM',l, e,ve 
Me 'rOUR PAW, 
BEST J)AMN CAMPUS REP 
WANTED!!! 
NORTH AMERICA'S BEST 
DAMN TOUR CO; ONLY HI-
LIFE CAN OFFER YOU A FREE 
SPRING BREAK 1RIP FOR EV-
ERY 20 PAID AND A CHANCE 
TO WIN A YAMAHA 
WAVEJAMMER. JOIN THOU-
SANDS OF OTHER CAMPUS 
REPS. 
CALL NOW l-800-263-5604. 
ROOMMATES 
Moving off campus? Roommate 
needed to share house on Hillview 
with 4 other girls. $225+ Meghan 
256-4898. 
Available for Spring! One bedroom 
in three bedroom South Hill house. 
Female preferred. Call 256-1346 or 
256-7437. 
SUBLET 
SPRING SEMESTER SUBLET 
Seeking housemate in 4 bedroom 
apartment.GREATLQCATION. 
Washer/dryer. S225/month. Call 
Heidi: 256-7024 
SUBLET SPRING SEMESTER 
1 room in 5 bedroom house 3/4 mile 
beyond main Ithaca College ei:i-
trance, Danby Road. $190/month, 
female. Call Kristen 256-7605. 
SERVICES 
Marty Heresniak ('74), Voice 
Teacher. Technique, Repertory, 
Reading.Presence. 502 University 
Ave, Ithaca, 272-2892. 
LET US TYPE PERFECT 
PAPERS-WHILE YOU HIT 
THE BOOKS!! TOP-NOTCH 
WORDPROCESSING 273-3421 
(OFfEN OVE~IGHTI 
'I' l.'·1 A t-n'~ ·,1 I-! T ,H 
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Raise $500 .... $1000 .... $1500 
, FOOLPROOF FUNDRAISING 
For your fraternity, sorority, team 
or other campus organization. Ab-
solutely no inv~~~nt required! Act 
now the chance to win a Caribbean 
Cruise and fabulous prizes! Call 1-
800-950-8472, ext. 50. 
ACADEMIC 
WORDPROCESSING 
Fast, overnight service. Tenn pa-
pers, theses, disscnations. Near 
Commons. Call Julie 273-6903. 
FOR SALE 
Looking for a computer? 
How about the best Apple II 
compatable around, the Laser 128? 
Includes monochrome monitor, 
Toshiba printer, multitudes of soft-
ware and games. Price negotiable. 
Call 272-7967. 
European lined suede jacket with 
sport patches, size 42 (large). $95. 
274-3106. 
PETS 
THE PERFECT COLLEGE PETS! 
Two adorable ferrets, both de-
scented and fixed! Both litter box 
trained, coming with large cage, 
carrying cage, litterboxes and 
whatever else you need! You 
can't go wrong with a pet that 
practically cares for itself! Best 
offer, call 272-7967. 
JOB OPPORTUNITIES 
Earn $6.00 per hour; add market-
ing/salesexperience to your resume; 
help market educational serv~ces 
on your campus; earn. a· FREE 
GMAT,LSAT,GRE,MCATPREP 
course; call The Ronkin Educational 
Group at 277-0700. 
For details on how to place a 
classified, call 274-3207. 
----··-m?ROB~SL't' SECAUSS' IM 
'Jl,16 ON£.',> ONe WHO 
KNO~S WHERE IT lfCHE5, 
0 
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CALVIN & HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON 
IF Tur,.T BUU. 'i IS EXTORTIN 
MOO£'(, I'M GCl\\lG 10 
CAU. ii-\£ 
SJ.oo..MlO 
I\JT ~ENO 
101T. 
c;tOO,S!. 
I 
ootn 00 TIIAT ! IF MOE 
FINDS OIJT i ~. 
l'M r,. GONER! 
I -
FOR A \(_\I) '«ITu A 
t-'ONOS'\LLAl?>IC. \JOCABULAR'i, 
\.\ES A't.l~\JlL~ · P£RSWSII/E. . 
EAT 1·1\M?f 
I COOLDN'T 
{X) it-lt\i ! 
S\lRE. '/Q\} FA, IC.\05 ~ WtU.,lSI" Q.l£t.l 
CO\JLI) ! \.IIG.1-\ IN HIM \JP ANO 
'f.JHf\TS WROW6 C\.101.ESiEml. SPIT 1-111-'1 OJT, 
WITH TH~T?! ._.___ I DON'T CARE!! 
TIIIS KID Cl\N'T G£l' '4.-..Jr,.,'( 
WITl-l SltAU~, CAL'IIN. 
SO?.\~'S EC, iO t'O 
SC~Et\-\lNG. 
\.IE.RE'S~ L\5' 
CF WI-It>., I'M 
WEARING.Stt. 
'(OU fl.TM 
1-\0RG\lt:. 
I 11-\1~'!( l'L\ . .' \lS£ n,\E 
Q\lf..R\£.R. 10 O..\.L M'{ 
INS\SQ.f:\NC.t A<"::,£\-ff 
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THE FAR SIDE 
By 
GARY LARSON 
0. • 
"7 
.Jlt . .)ff_ 
By blending In with the ostrich's eggs, Hare 
Krlshnas are su~sequently raised by the adult birds. 
U•C,, C1991Unrversa1Prtss 
0 
0 
"Hey! I got news for you, sweetheart! ... 
I am the lowest form of life on earth!" 
OUTLAND · By BERKELEY BREA THEO 
. . 
----, 
-- ~ 
' -
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-
- Pre-Gama Party 
Ithaca l;ollege vs. Cortland State 
-
-
-
•Pay one price. Includes bus ride to game, drinks, & war paint! 
• Party starts at 9:00 a.m. till 12:00 p.m. 
• Bus leaves at 12:00 p.m. 
• Call and make reservations 273-2662 · 
The Greatest Party Weekend of the Year! 
Don't Miss It!!. 
,.- .. - • . ' . -=:::.. -_ ' 
. ;• Monday • Wednesday : 
-1oc· chicken wings. Beer and Absolul 
specials. , · 
• Tuesday - Thursday : 
__ · C Drafts.- Ithaca's Oldes.t Tradition 
•Friday: 
PRE-GAME PARTY! Also available for 
p·rivate parties call to rent 2-73-2182. 
/ 
• Saturday : . 
-
POST· GAME CELEBRATION with 
the BOMBERS! 
Entedainment Extravaganza 
302 W .. Green St. 
273-2662 . 
... 
-
--
. ~ -
_, 
~-. 
-
-
~ ... 
.. . . - . ~ - . . -· 
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Ic_ers open· 
with 11-1 
romp. 
By Michael J. Kahan 
If head coach Chris Grippen had 
been dreaming last Friday night, he 
probablycouldnothaveimagineda 
better result for the Bombers than 
the 11-1 triumphagainstLeMoyne 
College. 
ICE HOCKEY 
In-front of a crowd of 143 people 
at Lynah Rink. Ithaca began their 
attack right from the start, striking 
early and often against the hapless 
Dolphins. 
Senior forward Jim Mastandrea 
opened the scoring at 1:45 of the 
first period off a pass from 
defenseman Mau Allen. Only five 
minutes later. senior forward Scott 
Crawford was fed a pass by junior 
Kip Lody, giving the Bombers a 2-
0 lead. 
Mastrandrea struck again at 
13:46 with an unassisted goal, send-
ing the teams to the first intennis-
sion with a 3-0 lead. 
The second period brought more 
of the same for IC, adding five 
goals to stretch the lead to 8-0 by 
the break. Junior defenseman Jon 
Goldberg scored on a b~way at 
3:39, while Mastandrea completed 
his hat trick at 15:57 on an assist 
from senior captain Jeff Randall. 
Although it wasn 'tan especially 
rough game, penalty minutes were 
hardly a rareity in the contest, as 
each squad was skating with at least 
a man advantage three times in the 
first period alone. 
-
November 7, 1991 
Ithacan / Greg Hollmann 
Ithaca's Jim Mastandrea skates In all alone against the Dolphins' goalie during IC's 11-1 win. Mastandrea scored four ·goals. . . 
In the second. the Bombers took added another to become the sec- of two victories IC has managed to Erie, Pa. Saturday to take on de-
advantage of their power play op: ond Bomber to record a hat trick on record during the six year reign of fending league champion Gannon 
portunities, as junior Jay Kelly the nighL LeMoyne was able to Grippen."We played well. Our de-- University .. 
scored on a rebound at 9:46, and manage a goal midway through the feqse and goaltending was solid. Grippen expressed respect for 
sophomore Jon Bentz scored on a third period, breaking up the shut- Our forechecking was a little Niagara, and tenned their squad 
two-man advantage at 6:00. out for Ithaca. soft .. we could have been more ag- as," ... very strong for years." As for 
In the third period, Ithaca added Freshman Mike Stem went the gressive there," Grippen said. Gannon, Grippen said he feels as if 
three more goals, including another distance in goal for IC, recording This weekend, Ithaca travels to ,his team is facing a great challenge. 
by Mastandrea, his fourth of the 26 saves in his college debuL The Niagara Falls to face Niagara Uni- "If there's a test, we'-U find it this 
evening. In addition, Crawford opening night victory was only one versity on_ Friday, then buses to weekend," he said. 
' . 
IF You DON'T-HAVE_ THE NUMBERS, 
You WON'T GET'THE .. LE'ITERS. 
Ithaca• 277-0700 
· FREE ·oi_~gnostic Testing & Tutoring 
LSAT • GMAT • GRE • MCAT 
.. 
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Three fall squads enter second season 
· Field hockey 
Who: Ithaca Bombers vs. 
Ohio_ Wesleyan · 
Battling Bishops 
What: Division Ill NCAA 
Regionals 
Where: Lock Haven, Pa. 
When: Saturday, Nov. 9, 
noon 
Records: Ithaca 13-6-1. Ohio 
Wesleyan 16-2-3. 
1991 :The Bombers enter the 
playoffs for the eighth 
time in school history. 
Rachael Greener and 
Sue Bender lead IC. 
The Bishops have re-
ceived five NCAA bids 
in a row. They-are led by 
Erin Foley, Laura 
Coleman and 
Stephanie Hiel. This is 
the first ever meeting 
between the two teams. 
· M,en'.s socc.er .. 
~ ' . . . . . ·~ . 
~ . - •· '. ~ 
Who: Ithaca Bombers vs. 
·_ ·Union Dutchmen 
What: Division Ill NCAA first 
. round playoffs · -
Where: Ithaca College 
-When: Sunday, Nov. 10, 1 p.m. 
Records: ·.Ithaca 9-1-5. Union 
1 Q;4-1. 
1991: Tni.s is-·the: third __ stra!ght 
seasdn:the Bombers' 
· _will ~ppeafin.th~":NCAA 
tournament. They ar.e 
led by sophom9_reJor-
ward _ Jason Dove and 
senior goalie Zac 
Shaw .. Mark Oleson 
and .Jeremy . · 
Libheoff, each with six 
goals, lead.the-Dutch-
men. Their goalie, Lee 
·Popper, .has ·started ev-
ery ·game this season 
and has four shutouts. 
Women's soccer 
Who: Ithaca Bombers vs. 
North Carolina 
Wesleyan Battling 
Bishops 
What: Division 111 NCAA first 
round playoffs 
Where: Mary Washington 
College, Va. 
When: Saturday, Nov. 9 
Reco·rds: Ithaca 15-2"'.3. North 
· Carolina·wesleyan 
12-5. 
1991 : The defending national 
champion Bombers 
are led by midfielder 
Kristin Kaupang and 
goalie Beth Howland. 
Chris Webb and Kate 
Mangrum lead the Bish-
ops' offense. Their goalie 
is freshman Tina Riley, 
appearing in her second 
game. 
THURS.11/ 7_ s2 21+1$41s-20, Classic New Wave Dance Party with DJ Willhelm 
.. , ........ 
l 
. Shc,1limat Brings You The World 
Ethnic l11~pircd Fashions fr Acci:ssorics 
· · House Of Shalimar , 
. . D_~~:_\1t~)~·:~-~t~~~~~ ·so.~nn~oris_ ~ Op~n._Ev.~~yd~y_273-~J~~jj. 
TAN;fuae 
SON TfiN CENTER 
® We Deliver The Fastest An~. Darkest Tan In Town i 
-Come Tan With Us ! .._ 
* Singte'Facial Bed * Triple Facial Bed 
· 6 Session $36 6 Sessions $42 
WOLFF TANNING BEDS 
M-F 8AM - 9PM 272-5598 1 
Sat 9AM - 5PM . Sun SAM _ 3PM 609 W. Clinton St . 
Expires 11/15/91 
,.,;, 
'. 
I ... -.. 
~ . 
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Four h3rriersearn·All-Stat:e liODOrS·· 
Men head to Region~I-Qualifie~, women-_trav~l.to:}3inghamton for-ECAC's 
By Rorie Pickman 
Only 25 runners in all of New · 
York can earn All-Slate honors. 
Ithaca has four this season. 
CROSS COUNTRY 
Jason Trumble, Adam 
Eigenrauch, Jeff Dickens and John 
Dickens led the men's cross coun-
u-y team to a fourth place finish in 
the New York State Collegiate 
Track and Field Association Cham-
pionships Saturday. 
Trumble was the first IC fin-
isher, placing 17th.Eigenrauchand 
JeffDickensfinished20thand21st, 
while John Dickens placed 23rd. 
The last time four Ithaca runners 
earned All-Slate honors was 1985. 
There were 16 schools competing 
in this Saturday's meet, and 111 
runners finished the race. 
Albany's Todd Orvis was the 
first place finisher with a time of 
25:02.4. 
Trumble was the first finisher 
for the Bombers. The team captain 
took 17th place in 26:30.1. 
Eigenrauch finished in 20th place 
in 26:39 .3,-followed by Jeff Dickens 
in 26:44.4. 
John Dickens was 23rd in 
26:52.5, and Hans Havenkamp was 
the next Bomber finisher in 35th 
"We accomplished what· 
we wanted to and have· 
hig~ expectations going 
into Qualifiers.~' _ 
-Adam Eigenrauch 
pack and did." 
The runners were also happy 
with the meet. «we ran well as a 
pack but we have to continue to run 
longer together. We ran well but we 
will run better in two weeks," 
Mathias said. 
Eigenrauch said he was also sat-
place with a time 27:27 .6. Steve isfied with the team's performance. 
Mathias followed right behind ''Weaccomplishedwhatwewanted 
Havenkamp, taking 37th place in to and have high expectations go-
27:28.6, and senior Marc Dovi fin- ing into Qualifiers," he said. 
ished up the Bomber squad by lak- • Ware believes that his team goal . 
ing 47th place, in 27:54.4.- for now should be to push the pack 
Head coach Bill Ware was up for the NCAA Regional Quali-
pleased with theperformance of his tier, which will take place on the 
team. "It was a good run for t1s," same Saratoga Spa course. 
Ware said. "We tried to run as a The women's team had the 
weekend off. They will compete in 
the Eastern Collegiate Athletic Con-
ference (ECAC) Championships at 
SUNY Binghamton this weekend, 
where they will run against at least 
34 teams. "It should be a great meet 
and usually is," Ware said. 
The upcoming three weeks are 
the last ones for the cross country 
season, and Ithaca's long term goal 
of competing in the NCAA's is 
soon to be decided. -
They have the NCAA Regional 
Qualifier on November 16th and, if 
all goes well, they will compete in 
the NCAA Championships inNew-
pon News, Virginia the following 
weekend. 
Swimmers dive into 1991-92 season 
Markwardt's squad faces tough road ahead to duplicate undefeated 1990 
By Edward Ecker 
Ithaca'smen' sswimming squad 
plunged into the 1991-92 season, 
placing second at the University of 
RochesterRelaysonSaturday, Nov. 
2. 
MEN'S SWIMMING 
Traditionally, IC uses this meet 
to concentrate on what needs are to 
be focused on in future events. The 
atmosphere of this particular com-
petition tends to be more relaxed in 
setting and nature. 
Coming off an undefeated sea-
son and four conference champion-
ships in a row, head coach Kevin 
Markwardt said he and his team 
anticipate great challanges in the -
upcoming season. 
"We have built huge 
expectations for our-
selves as a team and are 
determined to excel in 
as many aspects as 
possible." . 
-Junior Marc Pohl 
The Bombers lost three All-
Americans,andseveraJ others.some 
due to commencement, others to 
academics. Andre Marozsan, Brett 
Buzby, Andrew Cherney, Thomas 
Farnsworth, James Gault, Elias 
Papatheodorou, Jeff Ungvary all 
graduated. According to 
'Iliien-PliU 
'Vietnamese & Chinese Cuisine 
J'ree 'De[ivery to IC Campus & 'Downtown 
~1 
el 
$10Minimum 
272-3357 
• Major crulit cards acceptetl on {e[i.very 
Open 'lJai{g 
'lJe{i'llery %ours: 
9,{.'[fi. 5:00-9:45 
~&S 5:00-10:15 
Sun 5:00-9:15 
208 '1,{/Twga - near tlie Commons 
Markwardt, "The difference be-
tween this team and last year's is the 
gap in the lineup." 
Markwardt's strategy for the 
season is to fill these gaps, by set-
ting challenging goals for his 
swimmers to acheive. 
Seniors and co-captains Dan 
Guerrera and Scott Podolsky will 
help lead the pack and provide in-
spiration and encouragement 
Six rookies appear on this year's 
roster, whicfi' might help pave the 
road for the future sucess for the 
Bombers. 
These prospects include fresh-
men Jason Bannister, Michael 
Bentz, Jeremy Lincoln, Seth 
Meixner, Kirk Sm_ith and Joe 
The latest in 
alternative music · 
videos 
Vecchio. 
Three returning Bombers also 
appear on the All-American lisL 
Guerrera placed third at Nationals 
last season. 
Sophomore Greg Szyluk became 
an All-American as a freshman, 
when he appeared at Nationals as a 
relay member with teammate 
Podolsky in the 800 free relay. 
Markwardt said he will look to 
junior Marc Pohl and sophomore 
Andrei Simanjuntak as important 
specialists in butterfly events. 
Other members that Markwardt 
will swim include Steve Wilson in 
the breaststoke, Eric Trensor in the 
sprint butterfly, Kevin Glendenning 
in the backstroke and-divers Sean 
Experjmental and 
avante-gatde student 
productions 
Thursdays Wednesda1s and Thursdays 
8:00 pm I0:30 pm 
ll1~.l_YS4 
Weekends Sing Along 
With Player Piano 
"The difference be-
tween this team and last 
year's is the gap in the 
lineup." 
-head coach 
Kevin Markwardt 
Brooks and National qualifier Joe 
Brucie. 
According to Po~, "We have 
builthighexpeclations for ourselves 
as a team and are determined to 
excel in -as many aspects as pos-
sible." 
On, Dec. 4, the Bombers will go 
head to head against their tradi-
tional rivals, the Cortland Slate Red 
Dragons. 
-THEITHA.C.AN 2S 
. , 
Compiled by Scott D. Matthewi 
and Aaron Williami 
BOMBER SCOREBOARD ATHLETE OF 
THE WEEK. Nov. 1-Nov. 6 Men's Soccer <2-1-5. 4-0-2 EAAl 
Nov.2 
SUNY Geneseo 1, Ithaca O 
}Yomen's Soccer <15-2-3, 6-0-1 
EAAl 
Nov. 2 
Ithaca 3, St Lawrence 2· 
Nov.3 
Ithaca 1, Skidmore 0, OT" 
·NYSWCAA Championships 
field Hockey 03-6-ll 
Nov. 2 
Hartwick 1, Ithaca o• 
Nov.3 
Hamilton 3, Ithaca 2 or• 
·NYSWCAA Championships 
Men's Cross Country 
Nov. 2 
4th at NYSCT&FA Championships 
Volleyball (26-13. 8-2 EAA) 
Nov. 1 
Ithaca def. Hartwick 15-4, 15-13, 15-7 
Nov. 5 
Ithaca def. Nazareth 13-15, 15-11, 
15-11, 15-3 
Men's Swimmina 
Nov. 2 
2nd at Rochester Relays 
Women's Swimmin2 
Nov. 2 
1st at Rochester Relays 
Nov. 6 
Vs. Hartwick (result not avaliable) 
November 7-November 13 
Thursday Noy Z 
No teams in action 
Friday Noy a 
Volleyball-NYSWCAA Champion-
ships at Stonybrook 
TBA 
Saturday Noy 9 
Football vs. SUNY Cortland 
1p.m. 
Women's Soccer vs. N.C. Wesleyan 
at Mary Washington (Va.) 
TBA 
Field Hockey vs. Ohio Wesleyan 
at Lock Haven (Ct.) 
12 p.m. 
- Volleyball--NYSWCAA Champion-
ships at Stonybrook 
TBA 
Women's Cross Country-ECAC 
Championships at SUNY Binghamton 
TBA 
Women's Swimming at William Smith 
TBA 
Sunday Noy lo 
Men's Soccer vs. Union 
Monday Noy 11 
JV Football at Cornell JV 
Tuesday Noy 12 
No teams in action 
Wednesday Noy 13 
No teams in action 
1 p.m. 
4 p.m. 
ITHACA VS. CORTLAND: Special to the Ithacan/ Patricia Reynolds WOMEN'S 
SOCCER 
ALL-STARS 
MEN'S SOCCER 
ALL-STARS VEAR· BY- VEAR RESULTS 
Megan Collins 
~ 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
, 1971 
1972 
1973 
1974' 
1975 
1976 
~ 1977 Ithaca 38, Cortland 17 
Cortland 13, Ithaca 7 1978 Ithaca 27, Cortland 13 
Ithaca 12, Cortlar:id 6 1979 Ithaca 42, Cortland 7 
Ithaca 34, Cortland O 1980 Ithaca 24, Cortland 7 
Ithaca 24, Cortland 12 1981 Ithaca 42, Cortland 0 
Ithaca 22, Cortland 7 1982 Cortland 21, Ithaca 17 
· Cortland 16, Ithaca O 1983 Ithaca 49, Cortland 26 
Ithaca 13, Cortland 12 1984 Ithaca 42, Cortland 6 
Cortland 24, Ithaca 11 1985 Ithaca 41, Cortland 0 
Cortland. 11, Ithaca 7 1986 Ithaca 40, Cortland 12 
Cortland 34, Ithaca 13 1987 Ithaca 37, Cortland 15 
Ithaca 36, Cortland 28 1988 Cortland 21, Ithaca 20 
Cortland 7, Ithaca O 1989 Ithaca 28, Cortland O 
Ithaca 21, Cortland 13 1990 Ithaca 28, Cortland 14 
Cortland 21, Ithaca 16 
Ithaca 41, Cortland 33 
- Ithaca leads the series 23-9 
Ithaca 34, Cortland 33 
- Ithaca and Cortland have met once 
Ithaca 21, Cortland 6 in a playoff game in 1988. Ithaca won, 
Ithaca 28, Cortland 12 24-17. 
•' .. . . . . . ' .. . . 
The sophomore defender from 
Clementon, New Jersey scored the 
winning goal In Ithaca's 1-0 
overtime victory against Skidmore 
on November 3. She was also voted 
the NVSWCAA women's soccer 
tournament's most valuable player. 
CHAMPION UP-
STATE GRID POLL 
Pos. School (1st place votes) Pts. 
1. ITHACA (10) 74 
2. Cortland (3) 58 
3. Union (3) 58 
4. Buffalo State 28 
5. Rochester 15 
The following is the list of the Ithaca 
College members on the 1991 New York 
State Women's Collegiate Athletic As-
sociation soccer all-star team. 
F- Lorrie Deyle ( Jr., Henrietta, NYr 
M- Cathy Moss (Jr., Vestal, NYr 
The following is a list of the Ithaca Col-
lege members on the 1991 Empire Ath-
letic Association All-Conference first-
team. 
F- Jason Dove (So., New City, NY) 
M- Peter Nagusky (Sr., Moreland Hills, 
OH) 
8- Tom Cosenza (So., Aockvile Center, 
8- Megan Collins (So., Clemon ton, NJ) NY) 
8- Katie Kleinhans (Sr., Brockport, NY) G- Zac Shaw (Sr., Rochester, NY) 
G- Beth Howland (Sr., Marcellus, NYr Head coach Andy Byrne was named 
Coach of the Year. Shaw was named 
• Previously voted to the all-star team Player of the Year. 
Congratulations to Megan Colli~ls The.Ith~can's Athlete of the _Week 
G · . 0 · U L D S 
COLLEGE OUTFITTERS 
Presents our 
November 7-11 take 
10% off all Ithaca College Champion T's & Sweats 
· at our downtown location.* 
InhonoroftheCORT .GGAME 
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Heat on the ice: Hockey team. 
blows out LeMoyne in.opener· 
... page 22 
: ~econd $eason_: P,layo_ffs· begin . 
for soccer, fJeld hockey ,teams 
Men's swim .. team makes a 
' . ' 
· splash in season opener 
... page _2~., ~-~p_age 24 . 
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Chilling and thrilling 
Collins ends freezing marathon in sudden death 
By Stephanie Svacb 
If revenge is sweet, the women's 
soccer team may wind up with some 
cavities. 
WOMEN'S SOCCER 
In 1990, the Ithaca Bombers lost 
to the St. Lawrence Saints in the 
semifinals of the state tournament. 
After defeating St. Lawrence 3-2 
last Saturday, the Bombers went on 
to capture the New York State 
Women's Collegiate Athletic As-
sociation (NYSWCAA) crown with 
a dramatic 1-0 triple overtime vic-
tory over Skidmore Co1lege. 
Playing on Upper Terrace Field 
in freezing cold weather, IC played 
an exciting weekend of soccer. On 
Sunday, the 15-2-3 Bombers faced 
the 12-6-1 Skidmore Thorough-
breds. In the state finals, it is· ex-
pected that the two teams have a 
somewhat equal standing. It is 
doubtful, however, that anybody 
- expected quite what actually hap-
pened. 
During the second half of the 
scoreless game, feelings of inten- Confidence from the St. 
sity and excitement were in the air. Lawrence win played a key role 
The Bombers had the crowd on Sunday in IC's victory over 
their feet--notjus~ to cheer, but to Skidmore College. According to 
try to stay wann. head coach Patrick Farmer, the 3-2 
After a scoreless regulation and semifinal victory was a culmination 
two overtimes, the two teams started of the hard work that his team 
a third overtime that was sudden showedthroughoutthe 1991 season. 
death.Fiveminutesintotheperiod, McKay scored a pair of goals and 
sophomore defender Megan Collins Moss had one. 
scored a goal from 35 yards away to "We had a positive attitude both 
bring IC to victory. in, and before the game," Fanner 
Collins was recognized for her said. "This game was one of the, if 
contributions, for not only this not the.best games played all year. 
game, but for the tournament as This game showed our team's 
well. She was voted the characterasasparkplugof energy." 
tournament's most valuable player, The Bombers will continue their 
and named to the NYSWCAA All- quest for a second straight NCAA _ 
Star Team. Senior goalkeeper Beth Division III Championship on Sat-
Howland, senior backfielder Katie urday afternoon in Fredericksburg, 
Kleinhans, and junior midfielders Va. Ithaca will battle North Caro-
Lorrie Deyle and Caihy Moss also Jina Wesleyan{l3-5)onthecampus 
garnered all-state honors. of Mary Washington University. 
Howland claimed her 12th Farmer said he feels, "This week-
shutout of the season, and 40th of end will beexciting.~dextremely 
her career. Junior foward Michele tense. It will be nice to get out of the 
McKay, Dey le, and freshman region and play teams we've never 
backfielder Tanya Koning were played before. We definitely have 
selected to the NYSWCAA All- _. the experience we nee4. We'll just 
Tournament team. have to see what happens." 
November 7, 1991 
Ithacan/ Chris Burke 
lth_aca's Jen Guyer_crashes Into a Skidmore player during IC's 1-0 
triple overtime win in the New York State fjnals on Sunday. 
Animal ball Beasts of the Northeast 
Top seeded booter;Jo .h~st NJ:AAl(}~ainent 
Ithacan I Chris Burke 
Kristin Kinne grabs the rebound during what head coach 
Chris PrHchard calls "animal ball." The drill begins when the 
coach throws the ball against the backboard. Two teams of 
two battle for possession of the rebound:The successful 
duo ts allowed to rotate out; the other team plays another 
round. 
. ' ~ ~ - . ::. . ..: . 
;-· . 
By' Aaron Williams 
It's showtime. 
Head coach Andy Byrne's soc-
cersquadisin the second season for 
the third time in five years. Ithaca 
advanced to the National Collegiate 
Atliletic Association tournament 
(_NCAA) by winning the Empire 
Athletic Association (EAA) cham-
pionship outright. 
MEN'S SOCCER 
During the regular season, the 
Bombersmaintaineda9-1-5record, 
and finished· with the number six 
ranking in the country. They are the 
number one seed in their region, a 
feat Byrne is pleased with. "New 
York state is one of the most com-
petitive areas for soccer in the 
coµntry ," he said. _ 
Byrne should also be pleased 
that their playoff nemesis, RIT, did 
not qualify fortheNCAAs.In 1987, 
1989 and 1990, the Tigers put the 
Bombers out of postseason play .. 
Their first round matchup is 
against Union, the fourth seed in 
the tournament. The Dutchmen 
eliminated Ithaca in 1985, winning 
theirfirstroundmatchup, 1-0. ''They 
are a much bigger and taller team 
than us," Byrne said. 
Ithaca will be aided by the return 
of forward Andy Poklad. The senior 
from England has seen little play-
ing time while attempting to·come 
back from a nagging leg injury, but 
Byrne said he is sure Poklad will' 
. play.Senior A~Bor~·ted· . stop~gfriardsDoveandPoklad 
to see limi~-a:ctio~. as'he.has not - are·tbe keys to winning~ "They are 
recovered co~pletely 'from his mi- the ~t tea!Il in the state, and we ·· 
nor leg injury. _ · hope-to give them a good game," 
Byrne said most Qf ·the team's . Donardiello.says. . 
soph~mores ·are -excited. "It'.s ·the . · union will be led by the scoring 
~tt9umamentwherethey'vebeeit of their two young forwards, 
a key," he said. However, Byrne sophomore Oleson and freshman 
said the seniors are "taking more of Libheoff. They lead the team with 
a professional attitude" toward the six goals each. Goalten<ier Lee 
.game. _, Popper-started all 15 games, and 
The Bombers received more recorded six shutouts. 
good news this week. Byrne was This first-round matchup takes 
named EAA ~en's C~ch of the place Sunday at 1 p.m. at Upper 
Year, and semor netmmder z.ac Terrace Field. The winner of this 
Shaw garnered player of the year contest will go on to play the win-
honors. nerof the Cortland State-Rochester 
Shaw, senior midfielder Peter matchup on the same day. Ithaca 
Nagusky,sophomoreforwardJason has played both teams,- defeating 
Dove and sophomore back Tom Rochester2-landbattlingCortland 
Cosenza were all named to theEAA to a scoreless draw. · 
All-Conference first team. Poklad • 
was named to the honorable men- The Bombers put their 
tion lisl- undefeated· mark on the line last 
· This is Union's· first trip to the Saturday, and lost. They were 
NCAAs since 1986. After taking downed 1-0 by SUNY Geneseo in 
over a losing program, first year theirlastregularseasongameofthe 
head coac~ AI Donardi~llo turned year. "We were a little sluggish," 
the team around, recording a 10-4- Byrne said. 
1 record. · _ Senior forward Andy Poklad -
The Dutchmen's winning season appeared to score for the Bombers 
is even more impressive consider- but on what Byrne called a contro~ 
· ing they J)layed nine straight away versial off sides call, it was nullified. · 
games, · stretching a span of more "It just wasn't going to go in that 
than a month: day," Byrne said. · 
Donardiello said ,he sees Ithaca Elvio Fernandes scored for 
as "a very nice soccer team." He_ Geneseo late in the second half to 
feels t!tat Shaw -will be tough to seal the game. 
score upon. "It's going to take a · "-I think it was difficult for the 
goodgoal tobeathim,"~nardiello players not to overlook this game·" 
said. He also said he thinks that said Byrne. ' 
t •III• I I 
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ITHACA VS. CORTLAND STATE: THE TUG FOR THE JUG 1991 
When Cortland has the ball ... 
~ CB • ~ : Brian Hall(Sr.6'1", 188) lt 29AnlhonyMllanese(Sr.S'8", 180)fl fl , h 34 Jay Zunlc (So. 6'1 •, 180) .CB 
ss 
ll.B 40Joe Palladlno (Sr. 6'0', 195) ~ OLB ~ l 55 Rob Finneran (Sr. 6'1", 225) OLB 
47 Mark Phalen (Jr. 6'2", 218) 
36Bllll0Ma71,Jr.(Jr.6'0",230) ll.B ~ 
62JelTDeak(Sr.6'1",:~ 
31 TlmAllen(Jr.6'0", 
NI" Al 190) 
72LoulsArdollno(Sr.6'0", 255) DT 
54 Charles Kurtz (Sr. 6'2", 238) JII SB 
"' IOMattSchell 
(Sr.5'11", 170) 
JII ;2Josh Pieri• 
1'1cso.6'4",289) 
A:JJ.Marlno · A ~7KoYlnH:,:,U 
(Jr. 6'rT, 260) (Ir. 6'2", 240) 
A:MlkeTulUe 
(Jr. 6'2", 24S) 
A:NlnoCorbo 
(Jr. 6'2", 250) 
·A :MattMedve 
(Sr. 6'0", 250) 
ft:~--- ... ~--"1!t. AP 30 JJ. Graham (Sr.5'9',165) 
39 Scott Bishop (Pr. 5"11 ", 235) 
When Ithaca has the ball ... 
4Bce (IFS 
'J. 23Scott N~ent(Sr. s·u·, 19S)fl3°JJ. Craham(Sr.5'9", l6S) ~ CB JJ' 43 Chris Ro7 (Sr. 5'9", 180) 
ss 
~ , 28 StOYe McCormick (Sr. 5'lrr, 19S) 
ll~:;.Allobelll(Jr.6'0",210) ~ ll.B ll.B ~ ;~nn7S-nda 
ASE 85 Jim Sla:,ion (Sr.5'10", 170) 
,1 ..... ., ...... (& ...... ., r-._, ... .,._,,,, Jl ....... ,,., 
1it :-Paul Callua:I (Sr.S'lO", 230) >1t ;;Andy Mantella (Sr. 6'0",-243) Fil.: Marc Syracuse (Sr. 6'1 ', 280) 
flt ~JooCanlor t11;3MlkoDowllng ~ :KellhLln,e7 A;8JohnBenson AT ATE nt) t15" M n 67ChrlsWhlto 86ThomasCahlll 
r. , 248) (Jr.6'l",240) (Jr.6ff,240) (Sr.6'1",236) (Sr. 6'5", 275) (Jr. 65", 248) 
-QB 
nl ToddWllkowsk.li"'·"··""' , .... , •• .::A 
. (Sr.~'9",l'.0) 
. ; - ... 
___ :5 Miko Scbleer 
"'· 6ff, 195) 
Dragons 
Continued from back page 
scribed as one tough customer by coach 
Murray, has pieced together an impressive 
season. 
After rushing for over 1000 yards last 
season for the 9-2 Red Dragons, the Cortland 
coaching staff expected Berent to excel. He 
has responded, garnering 727 yards on 134 
carries and finding the endzone 12 times. 
Last weekend in Buffalo, Berent was sen-
sational with 165 yards and a 12 yard half-
back option scoring pass to his credit Joining 
Berent in the backfield is a 235 pound bruiser 
named Scott Bishop. 
"Scott is a very mature kid for a freshman 
and has done a great job stepping in to fill a 
role as a power blocker for us," Murray said. 
The Cortland State offensive line is an-
chored by all ECAC pre-season selection 
junior tackle Nino Corbo (6-2 250 pounds), 
and junior center Kevin Hyatt (6-2 240). 
"The offensive line has come together as 
a group and done a great job," Murray said. 
Cortland has averaged 257 yards passing 
per contest When Puccio throws he'll fre-
quently look in the direction of senior wide 
receiver Matt Shell, who leads Upstate New 
York in receptions per game. Shell has caught 
54 aerials for 661 yards and 3 touchdowns. 
Puccio can look elsewhere, however.Jun-
ior flanker Kevin Harttnan (26 catches) and 
senior tight end Matt Medve (18 receptions) 
are other talented targets. 
The Bomber defense has been consis-
tently tough all season and their standout 
play must continue against a well-balanced 
Cortland offense. 
Murray believes that ball control will be 
crucial. "Offensively we'll have to take ad-
vantage of what Ithaca gives us and be pa-
tient. Ithaca makes you earn every yard and 
that's what we 're going to try to do -- control 
the ball and move it down the field. We must 
keep Wilkowski and company off the field as 
much as we can, " he said. 
The 3-4 defensive alignment the Red 
Dragons employ has yielded an average of 
252 yards. Like the offense, it is cJiaracter-
ized by a group of well balanced performers. 
"We don't really have one main player who 
dominates out there defensively. It's more of 
a team effort," Murray said. if: - -· 
Compiled by Aaron Williams 
24JolT Adams (Jr. 5'JO", 165f -·, 
__ ,-: One .of_ the mainstays of the Cortland 
. . ·: r,defe~se:ih~. Pl18tJ1*e-y~s has,been senior 
· -·. quad.:capram--Vinny Swanda. The 6-0 220 
Big men get little attelltiOn 
By Brian Lustig 
6 foot 3, 260 pounds and usually 
unappreciated. 
This could describe a large mammal in 
your living room, or more likely, a member 
of the Ithaca Bombers offensive line. 
So while teams build around the glamour 
positions such as quarterback, running back 
and wide receiver, most teams would not be 
successful if the offensive line did not do its 
job. _ 
. Thfs is true for the Bomber football team 
this season. Todd Wilkowski,, Jeff Wittman 
and Nick 1smailoff may steal the weekly 
headlines, but it's Chris White, John Cantor 
and Keith Linsey who spend their Saturday 
afternoons in the trenches-providing the of-
fense the time they need to average 34 points 
per game. 
The leader of this group of unknowns is 
offensive coordinator Larry Czarnecki. A 
looming individual himself, Czarnecki took 
some of last year's questions and molded 
them into answers. 
"A big difference this year is that we don't 
have many minuses, and rarely do our guys 
miss their blocking assignments," Czarnecki 
said. 
Pre-season All-American Chris White 
also· notices a difference from last season. 
"We're a wilder bunch and we make the extra 
hits needed. There is chemistry-and fire due 
in part to the experience gained," White said. 
Helping White at the other tackle_ spot is 
junior John Cantor. Czarnecki said he feels 
that Cantor has improved greatly from last 
year, relying on his pure athleticism, quick -
feet and mobility to get the job done. 
Cantor has also benefitted greatly from 
Chris White's prescence as has the rest of the 
line. "Chris is definitely a leader and anchors 
the line," Cantor said. 
Czarnecki took it one step further. "Chris 
is a student of the game. He is never satisfied 
and provides the stability and positive atti-
tude our line needs," Czarnecki said. 
Theguardspotsarefilled by Mike Dowling 
and John Benson. Czarnecki said that both 
have come a_ long way and developed their 
skills well since they have been at IC. "They 
always had the talent and are asserting them-
selves more this year with their 
aggresiveness," he said. 
At center is Linsey, who misses a blocking 
assignment abou~as often as the sun shines in · 
Ithaca--basically almost never. Linsey has 
been reliable this year, and he rounds out the 
line. 
The scores have shown that Czarnecki is 
getting the most from his players but·more 
importantly the linemen themselves have full · 
confidence in coach Czarnecki's gameplan. 
"Coach prepares us mentally as well as 
physically. He is very critical which is good 
because he stresses the little things that can 
decide a game and it motivates us," Cantor 
said. 
Even though his unit has opened up holes 
· big enough for the offense to average 254 
yards per game on the ground, Czarnecki said 
they will have to be at the top of their game 
Saturday. 
"Theexecutionmust6eupatall times. We 
must be geared up. As good as we have 
played, we have to do, everything a little 
better," Czarnecki said. 
· pound·Iinebacker-ha~-s1owep.:a-bit_tl,lis year 
-aft~r l 99<r s _l_Z.~<:k.;zo,:tackle}JJ_p:S~te-New 
, YorkMVPcwnphlgn. ·;'-t - ·· ·. :-. .:.,·: 
,_. _, .. · Howeyer, Swanda-r~ iofu'is-of .. i3'tackles, 2 
sacks and 8'-_tackf~·:r or losses are nothing to 
. be ashamed abou; ."Vi~iny,. ~ ab,ilJ,ty. to pursue 
and run to the f ooiball is what makes him a 
Ithacan/ Greg Hollmann 
Cortland quarterback Dick Puccio tests 
his Injured shoulder during practice 
Wednesday In Cortland. Puccio suffered 
a grade one.separation. of his throwing 
shoulder during the Red Dragons' 20-13 
loss to Springfield on October 26. 
Puccio was Injured early in the second 
half and did not return. His injury was 
diagnosed as the least serious type of 
separation. Puccio did not play at all in 
Saturday's game, ~-32-14 win over 
Canislus. Veteran backup Bria{' Wild 
played the entire game, and threw two 
touchdown passes. One of those 
scoring strikes was a .33-yard throw to 
tailback Scott Berent. Cortland coach 
Dave Murray said on Tuesday that he 
expects Puccio to play on Saturday. He 
was. practicing in full padding this week. 
g_r:~tplayer;·:Murray·srud: ·-. a'. --
. _ --Other'_ players ~o watch defens~vely in-
~ludejunior lineb~cker BarryThorton (61 
stops) and senior fr~ safety and quad-cap-
tain J .J. Graham (54 tackles 2 interceptions). 
The Cortland special teams should not be 
overlooked. Seniorplacekicker Matt Pietrzak 
isa "great weapon" according to Murray, and 
has posted some significant numbers. Pietrzak 
has nailed 40 of 42 extra-point attempts, 
while booming 7 of 10 field goals, including 
three from beyond 40 yards. 
The Red Dragons are currently ranked 
third in the latest NCAA Division III Eastern 
Region poll. ithaca is number one in the 
region, therefore providing more incentive 
for Cortland. 
While Cortland tries to get the Bomber 
mpnkey off their backs, they'll have to do it 
in front off I 0,000 raucous fans at South Hill 
Field. 
.... 
Murray feels that mistakes need to be kept _-. 
to a minimum."We have to win the turnover 
. battle. Ithaca has too good of an offense to not 
take advantage of them," he said. 
The Cortland mentor also thinks that the 
specialty squads are very important factors. 
"Special teams play is very important in _\ 
having to win the battle of field position," he 
said. 
The battle for the Cortaca jug means a lot 
to the players and fans of both schools, a 
point not lost on Murray. "You want the 
bragging rights for 364 days of the year, 
obviously with a school as close as Ithaca," 
Murray said. :.., 
I 
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The History 
Two men 
and a jug 
By Scott D. Matthews 
I t's not life or death, but it's close. In fact, the victor of the game Satur-day will receive many rewards: pride, 
bragging rights, and a jug. 
A jug? Yes, a jug. 
The best place to start is at the beginning, 
By Jon Meterparel and that's the summer of 1959, when two 
T he Ithaca College football team will be friends on opposite sidelines innocently visited by a neighbor this weekend, bought a "trophy" for the Ithaca-Cortland but don't be surprised if the Bombers battle. 
don 'tact like Mr. Rogers. Cortland State will Dick Carmean was the Ithaca captain back 
knock on the door at 1 p.m. Saturday ready then. The New Jersey native was an All-
to provide the Bombers with their idea of a American tight end for the Bombers, and 
housewarming gift, a loss on South Hill. wouldlaterserveasathleticdirectoroflthaca 
All the football cliches in the country can High School. 
be brought out to describe this.ballgame, but Carmean's friend Tom Decker was a half-
in the end they would all add up to one thing- back for Cortland, and not a bad one at that. 
-an epic matchup. In fact, Decker, who played at Ithaca High 
The Bombers have secured the Cortaca -.. School, was the first Ithaca native to sign a 
Jug the last two years by defeating Cortland .~ professional contract He played in the Ca-
by a combined score of 56-14. This is the -> nadian Football League for two seasons. 
50th meeting between the two rivals, with .: ::· As the story goes, Decker was out driving 
Ithaca holding a 28-18-3 series edge. one day in Homer. He happened upon a 
The Cortaca Jug was instituted in 1959 farmer's house with many old jugs on the 
and the Bombers have developed quite a -' porch. Deckerpurchasedonefortwodollars. 
liking for it. The Jug has resided in Bomber The two players painted the jug blue, gold, 
trophy land 23 times while it has made nine red, and white. 
pit stops in Cortland. The res~. as they say, is history. The jug 
The Red Dragons bring a 7-1 record into was given to the winner of the game. The 
the contest and are coming off an impressive victor earned the jug for a year, and the score 
32-14 truirnph at Canisius last weekend, a was painted on the side; in blue for an Ithaca 
game played in blustery weather conditions. win and rep for a Cortland triumph. 
"Without question we won the battle of field : c - ·,, _ - The first battle for the jug took place in 
position, we had . -. -, -. · 1959. Cortland State won the game and the 11-a:;:: winds guSting up to ' . :.:'., ;-_::,~_<-,: :~.. jug 'i6e ~~~-~;~~~ took the first three con-
.. ~l1:~~ . '. · :-?:'.'}f:/Ifi:r·\ ·•··· , . :o? , /:} _ ,) s:~~!;~:.:~=~~.jri~ 
,;go;w.g,._._9.i\;tY\. _,,,.:fN mto the wmd, sec- Ithacan / Greg Hollmann The original jug was retired in 1985, be-
t);t¥frf,thi\~\J~} ond year Cortland A cause there was no more room to paint the. 
'i)aJl'md'''fuove('·'=~ head coach Dave W scores on the side. A new jug is in use, and its 
-i~~i 1S ~~~liii 
collegiateprogram.Hecoachedasagraduate Field drew 10,051 rooters. 
assistant on Jim Butterfield's staff in 1984 f 
O
r a- Saturday, another chapter in one of the 
and becomes the third head coach the Bomb- biggest Division m rivalries will be written. 
ers have faced this season who worked under One team will take the jug, and the pride it 
Butterfield.(AmericanlntemationalCollege's represents as well. 
Alex Rotsko and Buffalo State's Jerry Boyes e 
were the others) Senior kicker Matt Sullivan is closing in 
The big news offensively for Cortland on a major school record. Sullivan currently 
State is the return of standout senior has 192 points, eight behind current leader 
quarteback Dick Puccio. The preseason Di- Bob Ferrigno. Ferrigno was a running back 
vision III All-American separated his right fortheBombersfrom 1978 to 1980. Sullivan 
throwing shoulder at Springfield, a game the has booted 28fieldgoalsand 108extra.points 
Red Dragons lost 20-13. during his career. Jeff Wittman is currently 
Puccio's availability was in question this fo~ on that list, and his next touchdown· 
week as his backup, junior Brian Wild, took will vault him into the third sloL 
allthesnapsatCanisius.AccordingtoMurray, e 
Puccio will be on the field against the If you need to reassure yourself of the 
Bombers. "I think without question, Dick magnitudeofthisgame,justcheckthepress 
will be playing on Saturday. He suffered a boxatkickofftime.Manymediaoutletswill 
grade one separation of the should«?r, which be on hand. Six ne~spapers will cover the 
is the least severe separation you can have. game, including papers from Syracuse, 
Dick is coming back and has been throwing Rochester, and ~inghamton. Television_ sta-
the football and I think he'll be ready to Division Ill football doesn't get any better than this. If you don't lions will also be represented. Channel 5 
play." · . , believe us, ask Sports Illustrated. In their August college preview fr?m Syracus~ and Channel ~2 out of 
A~eaithr~cc10could~akeCoI11and s issue, the magazine callect.Saturday's Ithaca-Cortland contest "The Bmghamton will be at South Hill Field as 
offen~veurut SJ~brnucheasier.Thenurn~r biggest Smalt COiiege football game Of 1991." · , · . well. , . 
one-ratedpassennUpstateNewYork,Puccio . About 10 000 fans are expected to pack South Hill Field on Satur-
completed 118 ofl 79 passes for 1,582 yards , . . · . . , 
and 12 touchdowns before the injury. Inter- day at 1 p.m. · . - -_. - . . . , -
ceptions have been a problem though as The game will be earned hve on radio by 92 WICB-FM, 91. 7 on 
eight·of Puccio's passes have sailed into' the the di~t~_The garne wrn also be televised on -a tape-delay basis at 7 
anns of enemy defenders. p.m. on 1ClV -54. · · . · . - . _ 
· Puccioisabigreason·whytheCortland Inside, you'll firid·starting· lineups for both.squads,~ ~ell as a-_ 
· off~hasaveraged473_yards_pergame,but look·.at the'lthacaColtege offensive line, a ~ey to_the game .. _-.-. 
·he .is :also supported by· a solid cast. In the . The rest of· the ·sports section starts on page 26. · . - -
backfield ~nior Scotl Berent, a man de-
See "-Dragons," page 27 
Prediction: The loser of this game will 
probably miss the playoffs, so the stakes 
are-even higher than in the usual Corraca 
jug battl~. If Cortland is to pull off :the. 
upset, Dick Puccio must play ancf play 
well._The Bombers.are-the better r.eam,so 
avoiding niistalces-,wilroo ,crucial. LOOk . 
. for a f~y close game, -bui Ilhac~ should· · . 
makeitthreeinatow~· ... · - · · - .-. · 
Ithaca 24, Cortland 14 
